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U*
A STRATEGY FOR TEACHING EE&3ION-MAKING SKILLS 
OTHJZDIG SIMULATION TECffllQUES
Chapter 1
Introduction
from tha literature It weald a m  that a major develofamnt 
of tha 1970'a will ba a new eaphaale npon oaraar coanaallng. a raport 
of tha Sobcoandttee on Caraar Guidance of tha Oonmlttaa cm apooialiaod 
Fareonael, Manpower Adniniatration, U. £. Dapartmaat of Labor in 1967 
bogan vith tha vorda t
Work can ba flawed aa man'a aim and 
and; or aa hia lnatrvnont. Nhatever tha flaw, 
oar Nation can no longar afford tea vagaanoaa, 
haphasardneea, and arror to vhioh lndirLdoala 
a n  ao frequently abaadonad la tbair oaraar 
choicoa. Tha fate and welfare of tha united 
Statea and ita people aro now* and for aoma 
tlma will rami la > aabatantially dapandant 
on . . . tha activation and mnplByant of tha 
Nation'a talant. (Robb* 1969# p. 1)
Sxtenaive raaaarch haa baan conducted in tha aroa of earaar 
choice, and manor different vocational tfaaorlaa have boon poatulatod. 
Tbaae theorlea, however, aoam to have had little effect npon actaal 
practieea by connaalora In tha field, in the decade of tha aavontlaa 
there will bo aa Incroaalag need for eotmaelora to foena open nays to 
famillarlie atedanta with baaic aonroaa of knowledge coooeralng tha 
world of work and to provide than with eaeential Information abont 
available optiona in oaraor choice, counselors will ba called upon to 
help tha atedeat develop akilla and abilities which will enable him to 
ah ape hie own vocational deatiny*
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Osipov, la a speech delivered at Ohio Stats university, noted 
that to ho wnlnfocaed is to ho without a choice. He believes that people 
roast to their aarlronwats and follow those avenues educational ly sad 
vocationally which they perceive to be open to thea with a ntnlaun of 
difficulty. This approach to career decision asking suggests that stu­
dents need to expand their knowledge and understanding of the labor aaxket 
and to learn to aake deoisions which will enable than to leave open the 
aaTiro mater of alternatives so that they « y  sharpen the focus of their 
career direction as they nature. The challenge to counselors, than, is 
to develop career pragmas which are designed
- to provide students with a brood view and under­
standing of the coaplex world of work, and
- to prepare students with decision-asking skills.
Theoretical Background
During the earliest days of the guidance aovonent, the 
predoainant vocational guidance nodal was the one proposed by prank 
Parsons. According to his nodel for notching aan and jobs, an individ­
ual reaches a point in tine, usually in late adolescence, when he nust 
nake a career decision. The professional literature and guidance 
practices were often foeused on helping the individual nake an appro­
priate oaetina, final career choice.
In the 1950'a ELi Ginsberg, an eeonaaies professor at 
Cciunbia university who was interested la the effective utilisation 
of aanpower, presented a theory of vocational choice which was in 
conflict with the United view of the Personian nodal. Ginsberg's
IB
theory directed attention to the developmental aspects of career choice. 
The four basic elements of his theory are:
1. Vocational choice is an ongoing process and 
extends over a long period of tine.
2. The process is characterized by a series of 
stages. The three major distinguishable stages 
are the fantasy stage (from ages 6 to 10), the 
tentative stage (fran ages U  to 18), and the 
realistic stage (from age 18 up).
3. The process is largely irreversible. One's 
choices are narrowed as he progresses through 
various stages.
U. Vocational choice is a compromise whereby an
individual seeks to maximize his Job satisfaction 
by utilizing his interests and capacities while 
at the sane tine satisfying as many of his values 
and goals as possible (Ginsberg, Ginsberg, 
ixelrad, & Heraa, 1951).
Although the reaction of vocational psychologists and 
counselors was initially critical, Ginsberg13 framework of career 
development was soon accepted as a cogent and provocative model. Bis 
developmental approach had the affect of making the professionals more 
receptive to the later work of Donald Super and other theorists.
The theory of vocational development proposed by super (1569b) 
has evolved over a long period of time. Ha draws his concepts from
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various disciplines and has labeled his approach, which is broader 
than Ginsberg's, as ". . . differential-development-soclal- 
phencaenological psychology (p. 9 ) The four major elements of his 
theory are:
1. Vocational life stages. The stages of vocational 
development, which are patterned after Buehler's 
psychological life stages, are: growth (birth to 
age lit), exploration (from ages 15 to 2li), estab­
lishment (from ages 25 to liU), maintenance (from 
ages U5 to 65), and decline (from age 65 to death).
2. Vocational maturity. The basic assumption under­
lying the concept of vocational maturity is that 
vocational behavior develops systematically with 
increasing age and that certain modal behaviors or 
tasks can be identified for the various develop­
mental stages. These vocational developmental 
tasks, patterned after Havighurst1 s developmental 
tasks, are identified; and the utilization of this 
concept paves the way for the construction of 
indices to assess the maturity of one's vocational 
behavior (Super, 1969a).
3. Vocational self-concept. A vital part of this 
theory is the utilization of the self-concept.
Drawing from phenomenological theories, Super (1969b) 
postulates that “. . . in expressing a vocational
20
preference, a person pats into occupational 
terminology his ideas of the kind of person he 
is, that, in entering an occupation, he seeks to 
implement his self-concept, and, that, in 
stablizing in an occupation, he attempts to 
achieve self-actualization . . .  (p. 7).n
U. Career patterns. Although all individuals proceed 
through the general developmental stages, they may 
vary with respect to the sequence and duration of 
various vocational activities. By specifying 
different career patterns, Super allows for a more 
specific description of the vocational development 
of the individual.
Super's theoxy is descriptive of the developmental process 
and emphasizes tha longitudinal quality of man's growth and development. 
It is, perhaps, the most widely accepted theoxy of vocational choice.
Tha theories of both Ginzberg and Super involve choice or 
decision making and have spurred the study of the dynamics of decision 
making by other theorists, since these theories provide a general 
orientation for understanding vocational behavior, the decision theorists 
have tended te concentrate more specifically on analyses of the decision 
process.
Gelatt (1962) has developed a sequential decision-making 
model (see Figure 1) and has suggested its use in secondary school
zl
Purpose or Objective
Data
Strategy
Possible alternative actions 
Possible outcaaes 
Probability of ontecnes
Prediction
syste*
Desirability of outccnas
Value
Systca
Evaluation and selection 
of decision Criterion
Terninal Investigatory
Decision Decision
Figure l. Qelatt's sequential decision-waking process
Msthod of 
Investigation
I
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guidance programs. According to this modal, decision nalclng is based
on the following assumptions :
1. An individual is aware that he must make a 
decision.
2. He is aware that he needs information.
3* Ha has at least two alternative courses of 
action (Gelatt, 1962).
Utilization of data is central to the process. Three assumptions basic 
to data collection are:
1. Relevant information is a necessary condition 
for good decision making.
2. The quality of the decision is related to the 
degree of relevant information possessed by 
the individual.
3. Relevant information can be reduced to a few 
basic classes (Clarke, Gelatt, & Levine, 1965,
p. Hi).
With adequate information a strategy- can be developed which involves 
a predictive system for assessing possible outcomes, a value system 
for weighing the desirability of outcomes, and a decision criterion 
for integrating and selecting an appropriate action (Gelatt, 1962, 
p. 2la). When a decision is mads, it may be either terminal or investi­
gatory. There is feedback into the cycle from either type, and each 
decision influences future decisions. Decisions are viewed, then, as 
cyclical and continuous.
>1
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A six-year experiment m  conducted by tha secondary school 
guidance program in Polo Alto, California, utilising Qolatt1 a sequential 
decision model. The focus of the guidance progran was on Improving the 
quality of aducaticaal and vocational deelelon making. one of the outcomes 
of this rasaareh was the development lqr Qelatt and his associates of 
educations! materials designed to teach decision-nuking shills to high 
school students.
need for the study
Although decision making is practiced by everyone each day 
of his life, to date it has had little or no formal, systematic place 
la the educational ourriculma. Super (I960), in his study The Voca­
tional Maturity of Mlnth-qrads Boys, recomeanded that the curriculum 
be organised to fester plan fulness and "• • . to arouse an awareness 
of the need to nake pre-occupational and occupational choices, and to 
orient adolescents to the kinds of sequences of choices which they will 
be called upon to make and to the factors which they should consider in 
making these choices (p* 158).*
Qelatt (1962) suggested that decision-making theory could 
provide a conceptual framework for counselors because "through decision­
making counseling students are required to learn more about themaalves 
and their environment as this information is related to the decision, 
and by participating in the decision-making process they can lean to 
make decisions more independently and accept the proper responsibility 
(p. 2U1)."
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Other counseling experts (Tyler, 1961; Wrenn, 1962; and 
Goldman, 1961) have also Identified assisting individuals in learning 
how to make good decisions, plans, and choices as primary tasks of 
counseling. Goldman (1961), for example, states that:
An almost universal characteristic of 
counseling . . .  is that it deals with decisions 
and plans . . . and counseling is usually to give 
help in making decisions and plans for the future 
and in choosing among alternative courses of action 
in the world of reality (p. 25).
Clarke (1965) and his associates are even more specific in 
cautioning that it is not safe to assuns that an awareness of infor­
mation results in effective decision making. They feel an individual 
may need assistance in acquiring ". . .an effective strategy for 
analyzing, organizing and synthesizing information in order to make 
good decisions (p. hi)."
More attention has been devoted to the theoretical aspects 
of decision making than to the development of strategies or methods 
for teaching decision-making skills to secondary school students. One 
potentially powerful instructional device which focuses on the practical 
aspects of decision making is the simulation game. Over the past few 
years several simulation games have been devised for educational use. 
Those that have received the most attention have been the ones used by 
college business schools and corporations in their management training 
programs. The values of such games arise from several sources and are 
summarized by Qoocock and Coleman (1966) as:
- It brings the future into the present and enables 
the student to play at those roles which he must
25
play In earnest as an adult. In this manner he 
learns rfr-mw that are relevant to those roles 
without paying real-life consequences for his 
actions.
- The gases have a unique motivating ability.
- The outcose of the game is objectively decided.
Although there has been an Increase in the use of simulation games, 
evaluation of the games as supplementary teaching aids has largely been 
impressionistic; and there has been little in the way of empirical data 
to support the inclusion of such games in the school curriculum. The 
paucity of research and the inconclusiveness of the results of those 
studies which have been conducted suggests the need for further research 
to look far new strategies, including possible ways of combining methods 
so that the best results can be obtained.
Purpose of the Investigation
In a review of the literature only one pilot project was found 
in which specific attention was given to developing decision-making skills 
prior to or concomitantly with the simulation games, although such skills 
are inextricably involved in all of them, it would seem that students 
participating in the games operated on a trial-and-error basis when making 
decisions that affected their success or failure with the simulation 
method.
It would saam to follow from educational theory that learning 
is enhanced if students are taught how to do something and then given 
an opportunity to practice or use the new skills they have acquired.
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Tta* purpose of this investigation la to attunpt to detexalao 
what offsets, If any, different Methods of presenting edneational sad 
oaroar Information produce la the areas of career attltadss aad decision" 
■elrlng skills, in addition, stadent perceptions and parent perceptions 
of the various Methods will be sxsniaad.
Two counerciaUy available iteas, the life Career Pane and 
Deciding will be utilised. Booooak (1968) described tbs life Career 
flaae as follows:
The life Career Qane is a sianlation gaas 
played bgr teanaoT two to foer players. iseh tean 
works with a profile of a fictitious student. Tbs 
gene is organised into rands representing one year in 
the life of the student. Daring each round players 
plan a sobedsle of aetivitiss for a typical week, 
allocating the student's tine anong school, studying* 
a job, fanily responsibilities and leisure-tiMe 
aetivitiss. Players Mast ohoooe a conbinatlon of 
aetivitiss which they think will warlnlta their 
person's present satisfaction and his chance for a 
good life In the future.
When players have couple ted a round, scores 
are coaputed In four areas— education, fanily life, 
occupation aad leisure. Calculators use a set of 
tables aad spinners— baaed upon U. S. Osnsus and other 
national survey data— which indicates the probabilities 
of certain things happening in a parson's life, given 
his personal characteristics, past experiences and 
present efforts. Chanoe is built into the guns by 
use of spinners aad dice to enable students to gala 
sans understanding of probability theory.
After a designated aasbar of rounds, usually 
8 to 12, the tun with the highest total score is the 
winner (p. 108).
Deciding is a new course of study «  decision waking developed
by Gelatt, varanhnrst, aad Carey. It is designed to teach junior high
27
school students how to aako vell-iafanaed and well-ccnsidsred decisions 
about tbenaslveo, tholr education, and their latere.
Statsnant of tho Froblan
Qr utilising thosa too approaches to dselslon waking, an 
atteapt will bo aadt to disc o w n
1. What, if any, asasarabls differences in attltndss 
aro olieitod ancng groups by tbs «so of ths Life 
Oaraor dans, Deciding, and m o<aabination traatnant?
2. What* if aay, neasnrabla differences in decision- 
nalrtng skills ars alieitad by ths various traatnant 
nethods?
3* What, if any, asasarabls differences In stadsat percep- 
tiens of ths various traatnant asthods aro elicited?
U. What, if say, asasaraUs diffaraneas in parent pereep* 
tlons of ths various traatnant asthods are alieitad?
Hypotheses
For statistical purposes, the following hypotheses ware 
lonmlated:
Hj_: Students participating in the ccubinatien 
traatnant will acquire ajgslficantly sara 
cognitive skills, as naasarad by responses 
to ltaau on ths career Maturity inventory,
28
than those students receiving the other 
treatments*
Hgt Students participating in the combination 
treatment will have their attitudes, as 
measured by responses to items on the Career 
Maturity Inventory, significantly changed 
relative to the attitude changes produced by 
the other treatments.
H3: Students participating in the combination
treatment will be significantly different 
from students receiving the other treatments 
on student perceptions which are elicited 
concerning the various methods*
H^ j Parents of students participating in the 
combination treatment will perceive this 
group to be significantly better decision 
makers than parents of students receiving 
the other treatments*
Definition of Terms
The following terms have been defined for the purposes of the 
proposed investigation:
Simulation game. A teaching device, with rules of play and a 
method of determining a winner, in which an environment is created to 
provide the participants with realistic problem-solving experiences 
related to their present or future work (Gruickshank, 1966).
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Life Career Game. A simulation game developed at Johns 
Hopkins University to simulate features of the American school, 
marriage, aad labor markets* It is designed to give students famili­
arity with the types of decisions that must be made about jobs, further 
education, family life, and use of leisure time.
Deciding. A course of study published by the College Entrance 
Examination Board which is designed to teach junior high school students 
how to make well-considered decisions.
Career Maturity. An organized set of behaviors and attitudes 
that enable an individual to successfully meet the demands in his environ­
ment. it also involves making decisions and taking responsibility for 
them (Talbert, 197U, p. 76).
Career Maturity Inventory (CMI). An inventory designed by 
Dr. John 0. Crites (1965) to measure the maturity of attitudes and 
competencies that are seen as being critical in realistic career deci­
sion making. (The attitude section of this instrument was formerly 
known as the Vocational Development Inventory.)
Decision-making Skills. Problem-solving abilities and 
competencies that pertain to the career choice process and that are 
measured by the Competence Test of the Oil.
Attitudes. Conative aspects of career decision making which 
are measured by the Attitude Test of the CMI.
Chapter 2
A Bevies of Movant Bssearoh
mtaltlvely* aisnlation gaaos soon to told groat proaioo for 
tea toanMag of decision waking* which in the primary parpoee for their 
creation. Although ttaoro haa boon no single* coapreheasive roaearoh 
stady which steads aa a olasaloal ox— plo of tho effectiveness of this 
strategy* tho masters of atadloa investigating this approach have boon 
steadily laeroasing. Tho otedlos have varying dtgroos of sophistjcation 
with regard to tho rssoareh design aad analysis of tho data.
A review of tho literature is Halted to sIsolation gaass masd 
in an eteoational sotting and saggssts that tho tread has teen mgr trm 
impressionistic reports of |aa effectiveness. increasingly* zesearoters 
have attempted to develop empirically scan categories of things which 
alght be loaned in gaaes. a review of related research has ssggasted 
that they ooold be groopod la the following categories: (1) attitedss* 
(2) cognitive learning* (3) decision asking aad problem solving* aad 
(k) interests. It is not wmaswal for a stwdy to investigate wore than 
one of the above facets of gaassaanship. amorally* however* one offset 
aeons to reoeive prlaary consideration, in addition* a aisceHaneons 
category has teen iaclwdsd for the several stedlea which seen wnralated 
to the above classifications wader which the literatare has teen pre- 
seated, it seansd pertinent to present this final group of stadies
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they suggested noncoareational u u  of simulation techniques which 
bold premise for improving the choice process.
Attitudes
Bachman (1972) investigated the effectiveness of tho Life 
OMfor (hum (LGO) la iaoreaeiag vocational maturity. n o  theory hoao 
for tho study originated la tho male of crltos (1965), oho postulated
- that students, xogordlooo of ago, who aro exposed 
to aiallar information regarding vocationa aad 
caroar plaaniag exhibit aiallar behavior, aad
- that students who am provided with ralowant 
information will develop a aare mature outlook 
regardiag vocational choice.
The reoearoher hypothesised that participation la the LOQ would signifi­
cantly Increase tho rooational maturity of adoleaoenta.
Subjects worn U2 seventh- aad eighth-grade students at a 
junior high school in Fairfield, California. Tho participants were 
enrolled la a civics class, which is aa elective course, Using a 
prstest-posttest deaign, thorn was one experimental group aad one 
control groqp. The Attitude Teat of the rooational Development 
Inventory (VHt) was administered to both groups. Following the pretest* 
the experimental group participated la the LOQ for 8 two-hour sessions; 
the control group continued with tho regular oirios curriculum. At ths 
conclusion of tho experimental period tho aaasureamit Instrument was 
re-achdalstered.
Using a one-tailed t test to analyze the data* the hypothesis 
was supported at the .01 level of confidence. A second hypothesis that 
the vocational maturity of females, as measured by the VDI, would be 
less than that of males was rejected; and the reverse was found to be 
true.
In a pilot project in the Palo Alto unified School District, 
Varenhorst (1972) directed a study which made use of both the LOG and 
a decision-making unit. Subjects were 310 pretest students and 272 
posttest students who were selected in random class-size units from 
the eighth grade of a junior high school, a 36-item questionnaire to 
assess attitudes was designed and administered for both the pretest and 
posttest. Four experimental treatments were administered by classroom 
teachers, counselors, and a school psychologist. Group I used the LOG, 
Group II used the decision-making unit, Group III used both the LOG and 
the decision-making unit, and Group IV used a special combination of the 
LOG and the decision-making unit. Ths control group received no treat­
ment.
It was hypothesized that significant attitude changes would 
occur in one or more of the experimental treatment groups while no 
attitude changes would occur in the control group, deamination of the 
data, using one-way analysis of variance, revealed no significant 
differences between the experimental groups and ths central group. 
Reasons which were advanced to explain these findings were 
- that the experimental treatments may have had no 
identifiable results,
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- that tbs experimental treatments nay have produced 
unanticipated results, and
- that the criterion measure may have been ineffective.
Shirts (1966) conducted a pilot project in which the Life
Career Qaae was used with sixth-grade students. Using three experimen­
tal groups and three control groups from two school districts, the gams 
was played for a total of 1$ hours. The Vocational Development Inven­
tory was utilized to determine whether any changes in career attitudes 
had taken place. Analysis of the data revealed that no significant 
differences existed between the treatment and control groups.
CLarke (1970), in a study designed to evaluate the effects 
of simulation in the social studies curriculum, reported on a simulated 
national nominating convention which was held in 1968, an election year. 
The objectives of the study were to increase student motivation and 
involvement in political activities and to develop positive attitudes 
toward our political system.
Participating in the research were grades ten, eleven, and 
twelve in three high schools. In one of the schools a simulated con­
vention, involving 900 students, was held. Random samples from the 
two high schools which were not involved in the simulation served as 
control groups. To evaluate the objectives of the research, an instru­
ment based on Osgood's Semantic Differential was administered at the 
conclusion of the experiment. After analyzing the data it was concluded 
that the simulated convention was effective in accomplishing the stated
3U
objectives. Information concerning the statistical treatment of the 
data was not included in the report of the study.
Boocock (1972) used gaming to investigate the nature of 
intergeneraticnal relations. The game used in the research was a 
revised version of Generation Gap. This is a "two-person game in 
which players taking the roles of an adolescent and one of his parents 
attempt to resolve disagreements over a variety of issues concerning 
the child’s behavior (p. 31)." Subjects in the study were 17 real-life 
parent-child pairs. They participated in a two-hour playing session.
Before the session, each player completed a questionnaire 
concerning issues which were considered to be sources of greatest 
conflict in most families. For each issue the player was asked to 
indicate the degree of parental restriction. He was also asked to 
indicate an a five-point scale how strongly he felt and how strongly 
he thought his partner felt about each issue. Following the simulation 
the researcher conducted a debriefing session to solicit conmants con­
cerning the game experience. Then, the players were asked to complete 
another questionnaire.
Correlation coefficients and associations between a number 
of game variables ware examined. Results which were relevant to 
attitude change were inconclusive but pointed to the resolution of 
conflicts through this gaining strategy.
Lae and O'Laary (1971) designed a controlled experiment to 
investigate the learning effects of simulation on attitudes. The Inter- 
Nation Simulation, a gams developed by Guatzkow and Cherryholnes, was
I3$
selected for the study, "in tho specific case of INS* students have the 
opportunity to live through the mounting of international tensions and 
conflicts* they have to make decisions under conditions of uncertainty 
and ambiguity* and they have to live with the consequences of these 
decisions (p. 3lU)." In an effort to establish ideal conditions for 
the study* an experienced teacher conducted the game* the players were 
given advance preparation* the game extended over a three-day period* 
and there was an extensive postgame discussion*
Subjects for the experiment were high school seniors whose 
socio-economic background was characterized as lower-middle -class white, 
in experimental group of 3k participated in INS and a control group of 
Ul played Boocock's Life Career game. 1 questionnaire developed for the 
study was administered approximately two weeks before and four weeks 
after the study. Analysis of covariance was used to measure the effects 
of the simulation experience. The major finding from this experiment 
was that there was an increase in the students' tolerance of ambiguity. 
It was concluded by the investigators that this attitude change could 
assist students in functioning more effectively in complex and ambiguous 
decision-making environments.
Livingston (1972) reports on two studies he conducted using 
the simulation game Democracy. In both studies junior high school 
students played the game as part of their regular social studies class. 
It was hypothesized that playing the game would result in greater 
acceptance of the practice of "log-rolling'1 (voting agreements between 
congressmen) and would increase the belief that students can understand 
and influence political actions (political efficacy).
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la Study I iiS ninth-graders participated, aad in Stud? II 
approrlaately 200 eighth-graders participated. Hina olasses sere 
involved in the study* The students in each elasa sere randomly 
divided into two groups, for tee olasa periods the ezperlsental group 
ptUgred Dueocrecy, and the ooatrol group played the slnulatiaa gans Trade 
aad Develop, shioh dees not involve politics or ths legislative process. 
A pretest-postteat design sas seed, aad the sane questionnaire sea 
aArinlstored to all participants.
Using a t test to analyse the data, the hypothesis that 
playing panooracy soeld increase stedsnts1 tolerance of "log-rolling" 
logr oongressam sas supported at the .0$ level of confidence for both 
studies. The researcher oonoledsd that this finding added support for 
the generalisation that sinulation ganas can Inorease one's level of 
tolerance aad approval for the real-life person whose role he takes in 
the gone, penults with regard to the hypothesis that participation in 
the gans would inorease students' feelings of political effinaoy were 
anblgnoos and inconclusive. While study I showed a statistically 
significant effect, study II did not.
Cognitive Learning
Baker (1966) studied the effects of sinulation ganas with 
respect to students' lean ditto and their retention of the
Material learned. The subjects, 131 eighth-graders at a junior high 
school in Illinois, were readonly assigned to four msrloaa history 
classes. The sinulation nsthod was used in two olasses aad conventional
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teaching methods were used in two classes. A knowledge test relevant 
to the historical period covered was developed and administered before 
and after the experiment. The test was re-administered after a period 
of six weeks in order to measure retention.
Analysis of variance, significant at the .01 level, supported 
the hypothesis that simulation was more effective than traditional 
teaching methods, on the retention test the simulation students remained 
superior to those students who were taught by traditional methods, but 
the significance level had decreased to .0$.
Wing (1966) investigated the use of two computer-based economics 
games with elementary students. The simulations involved one student 
playing "against« a computer. Of particular interest to the researcher 
was a comparison of conventional classroom methods with simulation methods.
Subjects in the experimental group were 2$ sixth-grade students. 
Each student played both games. A comparable control group used conven­
tional classroom methods. A pretest-posttest design was used, and the 
criterion measure was a test which had been prepared for the project.
The results were inconsistent. On one of the simulations the 
experimental group performed significantly better (at the .01 level) 
while on the other simulation the reverse was true. It was concluded 
that no claim of learning superiority could be made by the simulation or 
the conventional method.
In a study by Boocock and Coleman (196U), 1,200 young people 
who were attending a U-H Club conference were randomly assigned to one 
or the other of two simulation games (Life Career Game and Legislative 
Game). The subjects ranged in age from 13 to 20. Over 80£ of the
1
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participants said they were in the top half of their high school classes 
academically; over 70% expected to graduate from college. The games 
were played in a single half-day session. A pretest-posttest design was 
used.
Among the specific findings of this study were the tendency 
for players of the career game to do better on sons "quiz-type" ques­
tions relating to material covered in the game than those who played the 
Legislative Game. In general, it was ascertained through open-ended 
questionnaires that game players gained confidence in their ability to 
act effectively in given situations and gained an appreciation of the 
complexity of the real-life situation. However, it was difficult to 
quantify such information and to test its significance. The major 
shortcomings of this study were
- the unrepresentativeness of the sample,
- the inability to make a comparative evaluation 
of alternative methods of teaching the same 
materials, and
- the failure to designate an adequate criterion 
measure for evaluating the results.
Robinson, Anderson, Hermann, and Snyder (1966) conducted a 
study with 13U college students using a modification of the Inter-Nation 
Simulation Game. Course requirements were that students attend 2 one-hour 
lectures and a three-hour lab each week. All the students received the 
same lectures. For the lab experience the group was divided into two 
sections. The experimental group participated in a simulation section, 
and the control group participated in a case-study section.
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It was predicted that tha einolation group would perform 
significantly better on both fact-nustery u d  principles. Bgaivaleat 
tests « m  administered before aad after the experiment. Utilising a 
pretest-posttest design, data ware quantified aad aa analysis of oovarl- 
aaoa v u  used to analyse tha raaalta. Ho aigiificant dlffaranoaa ware 
revealed be tween the groups. it waa concluded that tha expectations 
for tha ainalation were not borne oat aad that it waa not uniformly 
saparior to tha caae study aa a supplementary teaching activity.
fletcher (1971) reported on a large-scale field study to m l » -  
ate two aooial studies sinlatlaa games, the bow and Arrow Banting anas 
end tha croeaiag Klace Hunting Pane. Tha study waa oondeotad in twelve 
clement my schools, involving 370 fifth- and sixth-graders and 17 teach­
ers.
In tha reaearoh dealga Intact olaaaaa were aaad and were 
randomly assigned to tha experimental conditions. There were four 
experimental groups bat no "no-gene*1 control group. Instead of an 
overall tine limitation, it waa specified that each group play the genes 
a set number of tines, it waa hypothesised that students who received 
feedback from playing the game aad discussed previous strategies would 
laprove at playing the game aad would loam more factual Information 
than students who did not reoelve feedback, a pro- aad poettest question­
naire waa developed to evaluate factual learning that had occurred, a 
t teat waa used to analyse the data, it waa oonolwded that gene play la 
Improved and factual learning is increased by reflection on ths game 
experiences.
Andarson (1970) designed a study to Investigate whether a 
sinulation experience la more effective for learning factual information 
than oonvantional olaaaroon methods. The investigator ohoao the slnnla- 
tion game Qonaunar because tha gana author had structured cognitive 
learning Into the gane strategy.
Subjects for the experiment were 280 high achool seniors.
Tan intaot class groups wars assigned to experimental or control groups. 
Since class groups in this school ware formed on the basis of whether 
a student waa in a collage preparatory or general education curriculum* 
an effort was made to have approximately equal numbers of each group 
represented in ths experimental and control conditions. Three teachers 
were involved in the study *nd each taught seotions by both the simula­
tion and conventional methods. In tha experixmntal groups the simulation 
gams was used; in tha control groups teachers were instructed to teach a 
unit of instruction with techniques which represented their usual atyle 
of teaching, lbs time allotted for tha study was six class periods.
Following the instruction* a knowledge test was adsinistered 
to all students. The test* consisting of multiple choice and true-false 
questions, related to tha use of installment credit. The test score was 
used as an indicator of ths extent to which factual learning had occurred. 
Analysis of variance was used to analyte the data and revealed that there 
were no statistically significant differences between tha groups. The 
investigator concluded that ths simulation method was not superior to 
conventional classroom methods in learning to answer factual questions 
related to the use of installment credit.
Johnson and Inler (1972) Inveatlgated tha effeots of tha Ufa 
Qatar q— a on tha laaralng of adaoational aid occupational information.
It m  hypothesised that students playing tha LOO would laarn more factual 
Information and would rataln tha laforaation langar than students taught 
an oooapational unit by conventional olaasroon methods.
Subjects for tha study wara 39 atodanta enrollad in a ninth- 
grada oitiaanahlp olaaa. Tha instrmasnt that waa aaad for pro- aad 
poattastlng waa tha Btooational aad Oooapational Information Bum (XOII). 
Following tha pretest, atodanta wara randomly aaalgnad to two groqpa. 
Stodanta la tha simulation group played the gana one hour a week for tlx 
weeks. The control group was taught an oooupetional wait for tha sane 
period of tine. Different instructors oondaotad the groups. Following 
the treatment, all atodanta wara again tasted with the BOB. Then, after 
a period of foor weeks, with no intervening traatnant, all of the studmts 
were again neaanred by the BOIB.
"A two-faotor (aex aad traatnant) analysis of oorarianoa waa 
aaad to analyse the JBOIS post-teat aad retention so area, using the pre­
test seorea as the eovariate (p. 1^7)." Bcanlnation of the data on 
learning effects revealed that atodanta taught by teaohera learned nore 
than atodanta playing the life Queer Pane. In analysing the effects of 
the treatnents on retention, no significant differences were found between 
ths two groups* This finding was interpreted by the researchers to naan 
that the LOQ group retained nore infomatlon than the teaeher-taught group. 
This Interpretation was baaed on the foot that tha teacher-taught group 
had learned significantly nore adaoational information bat that four weeks 
later the infomatlon that waa retained was equivalent to the LOQ group.
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Another ezperlaent designed to ewaloate the affects of al abla­
tion on cognitive looming woo o studjr conducted by Heinkel (1970). 
Inrolwed in this a toby were too junior college politieol science classes, 
consisting of 67 students. intact olaaaaa wara aaad and treataaats wara 
randoeljr aaaignad. The aianlatdon gone NAPOLI (Motional Politico) waa 
played ty tha aaperlaantal group, and tha conventional lac taro nathod 
waa aaad with tha control group. Tha aana taachar taught tha four-hoar 
unit to both daoaoa. a 100-itea qaaationnaira waa adainiatarad to pre- 
and poattaat atodanta.
To teat tha nail hypothesis relative to cognitive learning, 
analysis of covariance waa aaad. interpretation of tha raaalting p ratios 
revealed that tbaro was no significant diffaranoa in cognition loaming 
batwaan atodanta in tho aiealatlon group aad atodanta taaght tgr tha lec- 
tors nathod. Tha investigators aotad that tha criticise that atodanta 
do not loam aa nuch by aiaalatlon as by othsr aathoda waa not supported.
Ohartlar (1972), aftar reviewing tha litaratoro on alaalation 
ganas aaad in adaoational settings, raachad tha conclusion ". . . that 
aiaalatlon ganas ara not battar than conventional classrooa aathoda with 
raapaot to Imparting content (p. 203)." following a suggestion aada by 
Boocock and 3c hi Id (1968) that tha gaaaa nay aaad to be linked to other 
asthods la order to naxlalaa learning affects, ha designed aa axpariaant 
which related group discussion to alaalation gaaaa. He hypothesised 
that "whoa aiaalatlon gaaaa and discussion ara eonhiaod into a single 
loaming experience, tha learning ootcoaaa aro greater than alaalation 
without discussion or discussion without alaalation (p. 2QU) .*
IU3
3ubjeots far this experiment were 133 undergraduates who war* 
readonly selected from tho atodanta enrolled in tha Introductoxy speech 
nnaaninlfiaMmi oooraaa daring tha 1971 spring qnartar at tha university 
of Denver. Tha alaalation gaaa generation gap waa aaad for this Inves­
tigation. Tho subjects wara randosly aaalgnad to four experimental 
groups. These groopa vara alaalation with discussion, alaalation without 
discussion, dlaooaaion without simulation, and no dlsoassion-no alaalation. 
Sevan doctoral candidates administered tha experimental conditions and 
wara trained ty the Investigator prior to tha experiment. The seven 
facilitators wara randonly aaalgnad to tha aaperlaantal conditions.
Tha ament of tine that was allotted for completion of tha 
learning task was 75 ninates. immediately following tha learning experl- 
ance an achiavaeant test, consisting of 25 items, waa adalnlstered. The 
achievement teat had bean developed to assaaa tha following five levels 
of cognitive learning: knowledge, comprehension, analysis, synthesis, 
and evaluation. Test scores wara analysed ty using the Kruakal-Wallia 
One-way Analysis of Variance by Ranks to determine If the sabjaots1 learn­
ings In tha axperlmntal conditions differed significantly from each other. 
No statistically significant differences at the .05 level wara revealed 
for any of the five levels of cognitive learning. The research hypothesis 
that subjects who participated In a sIsolation gam with discussion would 
demonstrate higher cognitive learning outcome than subjects participating 
In sIsolation without discussion, discussion without sIsolation, or no 
disoussion-no simulation was rejected. The Investigator oonolnded that 
the results of this study supported the fact that slsulation gases vara
not better than conventional classroom methods with regard to cognitive 
learning.
Cherryholme* (1966), la a review of six atadiaa using game 
simulations, reported that tha contention that participants la a aimnla- 
tlon learned aore facts or principles than they woold have learned by 
staffing la a aore conventional aannar was not supported. Factors which 
seoasd to contribute to the disappointing findings of the studies were
• the problem of designating aa adequate criterion 
measure,
- the failure to recognise that the eonplex nature 
of the simulations seeas to necessitate gradual 
Involvement so that the player is not over­
whelmed at the beginning,
- the Inadequate training of leaders to conduct 
tha games,
- the representativeness of the samples, and
- the nature of the experimental design which 
has been utilised.
Decision Hairing aad Broblaai Solving
A study previously cited (Robinson et al., 1966) gave attention 
to the effects of alaalation on decision-melrlng abilities. The Watson- 
Olaser Test of Critical Thinking was adalnlstered to participants. No 
significant differences were found among the treatment groups and it was
j
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concluded that students did not make measurable gains in erltioal abilities 
and techniques.
OierryholnBs (1966) reported that in a study hr Garvey aad Seiler 
an attempt was aada to aaasara tho offsets of the inter-nation Simslatlon 
on daoial on-making abilities. Subjects wars high school students, sod tho 
azparlnant extended over a period of six weeks. The Watson-Glaser test of 
Critical Thinking and the Cornell Critical Thinking Tests were used to 
assess the results of the experiment. Analysis of the data did not confirm 
the hypothesis that decision-making abilities were enhanced by sinulation 
asthods.
Interests
With regard to concern about the value of games in the classroom, 
one of the nest consistent plains has been that they generate interest and 
inorease motivation to learn, in studies previously cited which collected 
data on student interest in simulation ganas, Boocock (1966), wing (1966), 
Buchanan (1972), lee and O'Leary (1971), and Shirts (1966) were unanimous 
in their findings that students evidenced a high degree of interest and 
positive motivation, in studies conducted by Yarenberst (1972), Bofcin- 
son et al. (1966), Livingston (1972), and Johnson aad Soler (1972), 
participants did not perceive the siaulation gams as aa interesting 
activity.
Dm results obtained in the above studies would scan to indi­
cate that the data are inconclusive and that simulations, as learning
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devises, nay not be tto most popular approach when cohered with ottor 
instructional aathods.
Other toeeanoh
Broadbant and toehan (1971) developed a aiaalatlon to to used 
for tto in-service training of taactora. Tto purpose of tto simulation 
was to tasraaaa tha conpatanea of taaetors in racogniiing laamlag dis­
abilities in tto olaaaroon. The ainalatian was dasignsd as a six-hour 
workshop. To tast tto effectiveness of tto simulation, a study was 
conductad which usad tto antira faculty of a snail slenentary school 
(a total of 17 persona) aa tto experimental group. Tha control group 
was a group of taactora enrolled in a graduate course in education.
Two instrunents wara developed to assess tto effectiveness of 
tto sinulation. One of tto instrunents consisted of three aicro-slnulation 
situations. Each participant reacted to a series of statansnts concerning 
each situation. A t tast of tto difference between tto naans of tto 
experimental and control groups revealed that the azperlasntal group was 
significantly nore skilled in recognising learning problsns and in select­
ing procedures for further assistance in diagnosis and planning. Tto 
second instroaant was an oplnionnaire that was administered to tto experi­
mental group. Analysis of tto responses Indicated that tto teachers 
considered tto sinulation to be an effective nethod of in-service training 
for regular classroom teachers.
Kasdon and Kelly (1969) utilised the simulation aetbod for 
an in-service training program for reading teachers. The purpose of tha 
investigation was to determine whether pupils of teachers who partici­
pated in tha in-service simulation program were asaigned reading materials 
■ora appropriate to their instructional reading levels than puplla of 
teachers who did not participate, in effort waa also made to determine 
whether the tine of ths school jear when an In-aerviee eianlation was 
scheduled made any difference la its effectiveness.
A three-group poattest-only research design was utilised in 
the study. gach group, constating of a stratified staple of 32 teachers 
from grades two through five, was randonly selected and assigned. cue 
experimental group participated In the simulation prior to the opening 
of school, a second experimental group participated in the simulation 
In the latter part of October, and the control group received no 
treatment. Analysis of the data supported the hypothesis that teachers 
who participated In the simulation prior to the opening of school 
asaigned reading materials more appropriate for pupils' Instructional 
reading levels. The Investigators Interpreted this finding to aaan that 
simulation must be used before teachers have developed a aet regarding 
prevailing Instructional practices.
Burke end sage (1970) used a simulation la an education in- 
service training program for purposes other than those for which it had 
been designed. Assuming that school administrators preferred to keep 
special education students out of regular olasses, a simulation gams 
designed to train personnel to assume leadership roles In special education
m i  used In aa effort to change the aihdnlstretors1 attitudes toward 
the integration of these atodanta into regular claaaas. it was hypothe­
sised that aa a result of the simulation school administrators would be 
aore willing to accept aore special education atodanta into regular 
olasses.
Subject* for the study were 19 a&dnlstrators who participated 
la a three-dagr workshop using the elaulation gaae. i pre- aad postteat 
design waa aaed and there waa no control group. Data waa analyzed by 
analysis of variance, of the ten concepts that were measured, all except 
one changed In the hypothesised direction, it was concluded that the 
idea of using the aianlation in this Banner waa sound and that greater 
results could possibly have been obtained if the workshop had been 
lengthened somewhat.
Kidder aad Guthrie (1972) designed an experiment to evaluate 
the training effects of a behavior modification game Modifying, it was 
designed to help teachers develop skills involving behavior modification 
techniques in teaching children specific tasks.
Subjects for the study were U2 education students. They were 
randomly asaigned to one of four treatments: game, lecture, game-brief 
discussion, and game-discuss ion-game. After completing their treatments, 
subjects were randomly assigned to one of two test conditions. In one 
condition a written test was adalnlstered and was followed by a performance 
test, in ths second condition ths procedure was reversed.
Multivariate analysis of variance waa used to analyse the data. 
The results suggested that the gams -discussion -gams treatment was the
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most effective treatment. This finding prompted the investigators to 
conclude that an effective mgr to improve the training effects of a 
slanlation gaaa Is to play it twice with a discussion between plays. 
Although no significant differences were reported with regard to the 
test order, It was observed that the performance on either test was 
generally higher when it was the first test taken by the subjects.
Braekaap and Hodgetta (1971) conducted a study to deterndne 
whether Identifiable personality characteristics were present in par­
ticipants who performed well in a game simulation. The game Top 
W"«g— ent Simulation, developed by Hodgetts, was used in the study.
Sahjeots for the experiment were 37 college seniors and U 
graduate students who were enrolled at the university of Nebraska in 
administrative policy classes. To obtain information on various person­
ality traits, three tests were administered to each participant. The 
three tests were the strong Vocational interest BLank, the omnibus Person­
ality inventory, and the Watson Qlaser Test of Critical Thinking. Sach 
participant's grade-point average was also obtained from college records. 
Following the testing and a practice round, the group was divided into 
teams and the simulation began, in this game points are awarded and a 
winner can be determined.
Correlation coefficients were used to analyse the data. The 
results revealed that there were no significant relationships bstween 
personality traits and game performance. An Inverse correlation was 
obtained between grade-point average and game success. The investigators 
concluded that it may be possible that students with low grade-point
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averages ara highly motivated by thla practical approach while students 
with high grade-point avaragos ara penalised because of the interaction 
alcllla that are required In group participation.
Suanary
A para latent claim which haa bean made for simulation activities 
la that they hold great potential for bringing about behavior changes, 
and in recent years the uae of auch activities in an education aettlng 
haa lncreaaed. Thia increased uae of alanlation ganea haa led researohera 
to investigate the effectiveness of thia new educational tool, a review 
of the research by (hartier (1972) revealed two major conclusions about 
alanlation games used in educational settings: "(1) that alanlation gaaea 
generate aore Interest in subject natter than do more conventional 
classroom activities, and (2) that alanlation gaaea are not better than 
conventional dassrooa methods with reapeot to imparting content (p. 203).*
On the basis of these findings, some alanlation scholars have 
suggested that gaaea aay need to be linked to other instructional 
methodologies In order to maximise learning outcomes (Boocock & sehild, 
1968). in this investigation an inquiry will be made into the veins of 
linking simulation games with the learning of specific decision-making 
skills. At the present time, there seems to be no reported research 
of the cognitive and affective learning outcomes from linking a simulation 
game experience with a unit of study designed to teach students how to 
make decisions.
Chapter 3
Population
In January 197U, two junior high schools in the Chesapeake 
Public Schools, Chesapeake, Virginia, participated in a research study 
designed to Investigate tbs effects of special units of instruction on 
career decision weiring skills. Four classes enrollsd in ninth-grade 
at Indian River Junior Kigh School and four classes enrolled 
in eighth-grade social studies at (treat Bridge junior High School took 
part in the study* Involved in the study were a total of 210 students 
and two teachers*
Methodology
Prior to the sxperlnent the two speoial units, Deciding and the 
Life career Pane, were distributed to the teachers who had volunteered to 
participate in the study* After they had had an opportunity to exanine 
the naterlals, a one-day training session was conducted fey the investiga­
tor at (treat Bridge junior High School. The purpoae of the session was 
to learn how to play the Life Career Pane. Attending the nesting were the 
two teachers and ten students, who had been selected fey the teachers to be 
scorers for the Life career pane. The investigator also held two other 
joint nestings with the teachers* At those nestings plans for teaching 
the units were discussed so that uniform procedures would be followed at 
both schools.
$1
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The experlasnt was conducted five days a m k ,  daring the 
regular olaaa period, over a six-week period. In each school ttaara were 
three experimental groups, Deciding, the life Qaraar 0— a, and a oeaMaa* 
tion of the two units, and a control group, vhich received no treatawnt 
but continued with regular classvork* Tbs traatnanta were randomly 
assigned to intact classes in existence uith their regularly assigned 
teacher at each school.
At the conpletion of the study two test instranants were 
adainiatorod to the students. The first instrument was tbs career 
Maturity Inventory, which contains an Attitude Seale and a Oonpetence 
Test. The Attitude Scale consisted of $0 true-false iteus, and the 
Oonpetence Test consisted of 100 amitiple-choice itens. Has second 
instrunent was a student questionnaire consisting of seven yes-no ltnas. 
Two olass periods were required for student couple tion of the evaluation 
instrumnts. parent opinion, as to tbs effectiveness of the decision- 
”-v~t"g units, was also solicited at the beginning and at the end of the 
study*
Krperinental Design
Three research designs ware fonaulated vhich would be function­
ally fitted to testing the hypotheses which have been generated by this 
study* Qy structuring various designs to fit the research questions 
that have been asked, the chances of statistically arriving at accurate 
and valid conclusions were iaproved*
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Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 states that students participating in the 
combination treatmnt will acquire significantly nore cognitive skills* 
as manured by responses to itsns on the career Maturity Inventory* than 
those students receiving the other trsatasnte. in relation to research 
Hypothesis 1, the following statistical hypotheses were tested:
Hq S The four treatmnt nsans are equal* that is*
h  m *2m h ’ V
H^ : The four treatmnt nsans are not equal* that is*
I* Ag #* / A^ .
Statistical tests at research Hypothesis 1 and the related 
null hypothesis sera conducted according to a one-way classification of 
analysis of covariance (see Table 1). The independent variable consisted 
of four levels: Ap control group; Deciding group; A3* Life Parser 
Pane group; i^ * Deciding-Life career Os—  (Combo) group* The control 
variables were intelligence and age.
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 states that students participating in the 
combination treataant will have their attitudes* as neasured by responses 
to itens on the career Maturity Inventory* significantly changed relative 
to the attitude changes produced by the other treatMnts* In relation to 
research Hypothesis 2* the following statistical hypotheses were tested:
Ho: The four treatnent mans are equal* that is*
Ai ■ h  ’ b  ' V
The four treatmnt mans are not equal* that is*
fl ^  Ag / A3 / A^ *
Table 1
inaljrsia of Oorarlanee Paradigm 
for typotbesia 1
*1
Trsataents 
*2 A3 \
Control Deciding life Career Qaae Combination
\ *2 1 *«. h  1 \  1 \ % 1
Xi * Intelligence teat scores 
12 * ige
I * CHI Competence Test scores
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Statistical tests of research Hypothesis 2 and the ralatad 
nun hypothesis vara eoadaeted according to a one-way classification of 
analysis of covariance (soo Table 2). Tbs Independent variable consisted 
of four levels i Aj» oantrol group; Deciding group; 43* Life Career 
Qana group; and A^ , Deoiding-Llfa career pans (Oonbo) groep. Tbs control 
variables vers Intelligence and age*
Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 states that stadents participating In the cpagination 
treatnant will be significantly different frcn stadents xeoeivlag the ether 
ezperlnental treatnsnts on stadeat perceptions vhich ara elicited concern­
ing the treatnsnts. m  relation to Hypothesis 3* the follovlng statistical 
hypotheses vara tested for the criterion of treatnant nethodse 
Hot The naans of the three experlnental treatnsnts 
are equal, that ia, Ag - A3 - 1^ .
I^ t The naans of the three experlnental treatnsnts 
are not equal, that is, f A3 j*
Statistical tests of research Hypothesis 3 and the related nail 
hypothesis vase eondncted according to a chi-eqmarc test of Independence. 
Data vers classified la a hirer late frequency distribution as Indicated 
in Table 3. As two variables were stodent response and treatnant nethod. 
The purpose in stu4yli« the relationship between the too variables was to 
detsrnlas if the classification of student response was independent of 
olasslfieaticn of the trcatnont nethod or If one was contingent upon the 
other in sosw vay. Although there vese only throe levels of the treatnant
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Tabla 2
Jaalyala of Oovarimoa Paradlga 
far fypotheala 2
h.
Traataanta
h. a3
Control Oaeldlng Ufa Caraar Gane flp
*L *2 I H H *1 h  *
3^ • Istalllganoa teat aeorea
2g - A««
I * CM Attitude Seal* aooraa
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Table 3
Teo-by-tbree Contingency Table 
for typotbeaia 3* Treatnant Kffecta 
and Stndent Qneetiomudze Beapooaea
Treatnant
Stadent Beaponae
Tea Vo
Deciding
Life Career Qane
Oonbinatlcn
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variable, they « m  labeled ig, A^, m i  A^ to ooafom with the idmtical 
variable of research designs for Hypotheais 1 and Hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis It
Hypothesis k atatea that paroata of students participating 
la the combination treatmnt will perceive thia groep to be significantly 
better decleloa nakers than paroata of atadaote receiving the other 
oxperlnontal traataaats. In ralatloa to Hypothesis U, the following 
atatiatloal hypotheses ware tested for the criterion of treatmnt 
mthods«
Hq : Tbe mans of the three experimental treatmnts 
are equal, that la, Ag ■ Aj ■
Tbs aaaaa of the throe eaqperlaantal treataaata 
ara not equal, that la, A2 J* A3 f* Afta*
Statistical taata of raaoareh Hypothesis U and tha related 
null hypothesis were conducted according to a ehi-equare teat of 
Independence. Tbe two variables were parent response and treatmnt 
mtboda. Data ware originally classified In a bivarlate frequently 
distribution which took tbe fom of a 3 * 5 contingency table (see 
Table U). Per practical purposes, the dataware collapsed Into a 
3 x 3  contingency table (aae Table 5), and an axanlnatlon was nada to 
detemine If the classification of parent response was independent of 
elaaeif ication of tbe treatment mtbod or if one waa contingent upon tbe 
other In aom way. Tbe levels of tbe treatmnt variable were labeled 
12, Aj, and to confom with the identioal variable of the previous 
research designs.
$9 
Table k
Three-ty-fire Contingency Table 
for Treataent Sffects and Parent 
Bating Seale, Original Data Collection
Parent Beaponae
Treatnant excellent flood Average Fair Poor
Deciding
Life Queer Qane
Oonbdaaticn
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Table 5
Three-tgr-thrae Contingency Table
for Qrpotheala U: Treataent Kffeote
m i  Parent sating 9eale Beapcneea
TTeataont
Parent Beapcnee
Better Seen Worae
Deciding
ULf e Career Oeae 
Goablaatlan
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Independent Variable
Treatnant
Treatnant, tbe active variable, ocoeiated of four levele or
groqpst
Qroop I - Deciding 
Croup II - life career Cnaa 
(hroup III - Qnnhl nation of Deciding and Life 
Owner Qaea (Oaabo)
Qroup I? - Oontrol
In tbe group using Deoldlng, tbe enphaals uae on career 
deoisionHMklag. Thia Included tbe rationale and prlnoipiea of asking 
deoieiona and practice la using declaion-aaking concepts and akllla.
Three units of work were built around tbe
- axaalnatlon and recognition of personal values,
- knowledge and uae of adequate, relevant information, 
and
• knowledge and use of an effective strategy for con­
verting this infomation into aa action (Qalatt at al«,
1572).
A eeoond group participated in the Life Career Cans, a alanla­
tion developed by Dr. Same Boooock of Johns Hopkins university. Thia 
activity attaupta to laitate or alanlate the job, education, aid aarrlago 
naxketa aa they currently exist in thia country.
Terns of students becone declsion-askers for a fictitious person 
presented to then In the form of a profile or ease history. The objective
i
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«f tbs game is to plat tbs asst satisfying Ilfs fear tbs parson, awb tana 
is In caaqpetition with othar tsana working with tbs saaa prof 11*. Soarsa 
ara awarded in foar arsas for saob round of tbs gaasj and frost a total 
aooro that ia computed at tbs sad of tbs guS| a winning tern* oan ba 
determined.
lbs four arsas In which soorss are awardad are: (1) education, 
(2) Job, (3) fsadly Ufa, and (U) lsisurs activities. Tsana Must plan 
o oar ass for their stndsnt to tabs In ardor to graduate frost high school. 
Grades for these respective courses dstexsdne tbs education soars, if 
tbs student is employed, he receives a score in the Job category based 
upon Inc caw and number of hours worked. Fasdly life is another area In 
which points are awardad. ness soorss are based on the number of hours 
spent doing household chores, if the Individual worries, tbs score ia a
function of education, nunber of years married, and number of children.
Finally, points are awarded on tbs nunber of hours spent for leisure 
activities. These vary according to tbe personality profile of the 
Individual.
At tbs end of a round, which is on* year la the Ilf* of the 
person, each taaw coeputes its score. Then, tbe team draws a card frcsi 
a set of unplanned event cards, which Introduce variables into tbs 
profile for which adjustments have to be made, such an event could be
a Job loss, an illness, or an unplanned child.
The rationale for playing tbe game is that students are 
exposed to the kinds of information necessary to plan their own lives.
They are confronted with tbs necessity for clarifying values, establishing
goals* and working oat strategies in order to reach these goals. Baring 
the course of the gana* tbsJ bacons aware of tbs nany factors 1np1ng1ng 
cn an individual as ha nakas a vocational choioa.
A third group received a ccnhi nation traatnant of Daolding 
and tbs Life Carasr Owe. lbs tins that was spent on tba eenbiaation 
anit was approadnately equally divided batsaan tha two approaches to 
teaching decision asking.
lbs control group for tasting Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2 
received no traatnant and proceeded with routine olasssork.
Assigned Variables
Many variables influence and oanplicate edasational research 
preblana. uuong the variables which seen to constantly need control 
and which ware Incorporated in tha research design to test tha first 
and second hypotheses ware intelligence and age.
intelligence
It is obvious that aa individual's intelligence plays a slgnlf- 
leant part in his vocational dsvelopanat and deoiaioa asking* helping to 
shape his behavior by novlng bin to or away fron certain choices, intelli­
gence was built into the design because of previous research which had 
indicated it is an important factor In vocational choice (Bardie* 1953; 
Davis* Hagan* & strouf* 1962; KLton* 1967; Hays k Bothney, 1961; Jones* 
19U0; Little* 1967; Mowsesian* Heath* & Hethney* 1966; Porter* 195b).
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Age Is another crucial variable la vocational daclalcn asking. 
Vocational maturity la a prcadneat a lament la vooaticnal developaant 
theories. ia it la generally presented, however, the ccaaapt — — a to 
ba descriptive of what happens whan no purposeful Intervention to faelli- 
tata individual daclalcn miring behavior la introduced. i£Lth tha rapid 
and high level of development of today's youth, raaaaroh seems to ladloata 
that a student can learn to aako vocational preferences aa early aa tha 
third grade (istln, 1967; Davis at al., 1962; floras & Olsen, 1967; Grlbbons 
& Lofcnea, 1967; Madeus & O'Hara, 1967; McDaniels, 1968; ThcagMan, 1966).
Dependent Tarlahles
The Career Maturity Inventory (CXI), developed by Dr. John 0. 
critea, was adtinlatered as a posttest to all students who had partici­
pated la tha Investigation. The two aeasures that it provided were an 
attitude score and a competence score. Each of theae manures was used 
to test a research hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1
The dependant variable to test Hypothesis 1 was tha total score 
of tha Oaupetence Test of the CMC. The total soore was composed of five 
subtest scores: self-appraisal, occupational Infomation, goal selection, 
planning, and prbblen solving.
Hypothesis 2
For research Hypothesis 2, ths dependant variable was the score 
of ths Attitude Scale of the CMC. Thia portion of the (XL was formerly 
known as the Vocational Development inventory.
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Criterion Maasares
Criterion M u a n a  to teat the foar research hypotheses ware 
baaed upon three iaatrsasnts: tba CMI» a atndant questionnaire* and a 
parent rating scale.
Career Matarlty inventory
An inatronant vhioh aiaad to be relevant to tha objectives 
of tbe study ead which van eelected for tea ting Hjrpothosis 1 and 
lypothesls 2 was tba CMI. Tbe two types of naaaorea idiioh it provided 
ware tba Attitude Scale and tba Competence Teat.
Tha Attitude Scale la deelgned to elicit tbe conative aapeota 
of dacleicn naking. Tbe reliability of tha aeale haa been appraised fey 
ccnpnting internal consistency eatlnates and by detaxnlnlng teat-reteat 
atability coeffioienta. The average internal conaiatency coefficient ia 
•7U and la comparable to thoae of similar inatranenta. The atability 
coefficient over a one-year period ia .71 (Crltea, 1973). Many atadlea 
have been conducted on the Attitude Scale* and the reeearch eeena to 
indicate that it haa an acceptable level of content* ccontract* and 
criterion validity (Aabary* 1966; Bartlett* 1968; Critea* 1971; Qritea & 
Sealer* 1967; Hailbnm* I960).
The Co^etenea Teat ia daalgnad to elicit tba cognitive aapacta 
of decleion naking. Tbe five aectiona of the teat ara aelf-appraiaal* 
occupational information* goal aeleotion* planning* and problem solving. 
The only reliability eatinate which ia preaantly available ia for internal 
conaiatency and tbe coefficients generally raaga from *72 to .90 acroaa 
grade levels, validity data ia being collected* and tbe information that 
ia available seems to aaggest that it ia a vsefol neaaara for evalnating
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Otoe— r programs (crltea, 1973)* Since tha Ccepetence Teat ia atHl In 
the raaearch stage, caution vaa taken in interpreting and generalising 
from ita findings. However, the ekille it purports to aaaeaa ware 
ralerant to thia raaearch; and it ia believed that it will provide an 
acceptable neaenre of thia aapect of the at&djr.
Student Qaeetioanalre
A questionnaire waa formulated by the investigator to aaaeaa 
atadant attitade toward tha instructional wnit in which he had partici­
pated. The qacationnaire waa patterned after a aiailar instrument 
which waa developed by Yareahorst (1972).
Tha qoeationnaire waa adriniatered at the condasion of the 
experimental treatnant, and stadmta were aaked to anooynoaaly indicate 
their honest opinion concerning the instructional wait. The first 
item in the questionnaire waa changed to reflect the specific traatnsnt 
which each group received. All other itows were Identical, xegardlaaa 
of treatnant. The Instrument contained the following items:
1. You have just completed a unit which included Deciding 
and the life Career Qaao. Did you like tha unit?
yea no
2. would you advise your friends to participate in it if 
they had a choice? yea no
3. was the tins you spent worth what you learned from the 
unit? yea no
k. Do you think you covered things in the unit that are not 
covered elsewhere la school? ____ yes no
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5. Did tha unit overall increase your knowledge about 
— king decisions involving important life situations?
yea  no.
6. Bid tba unit overall increase your ability to cope with 
important life situations? yea no
7. Have you uaed what you learned in tba unit outside of 
class? yes no.
Parent Bating Scale
A parent rating scale — 8 developed to assess whether students 
were exhibiting inproved decision-naking skills outside of a regular 
claasrocn environ— nt after participating in the experi— ntal treat— nts« 
The 16-iten scale contained concepts and learnings that — re incorporated 
in the instructional units. The sa—  scale was completed by parents 
before and after the special units. The directions were changed to reflect 
whether the student was just beginning a decision-making unit or couple ting 
the unit. The scale was presented as follows:
EtttgcnONS: The purpose of ths following scale is to determine where 
your teenager is as he starts a special unit on decision- 
— Qng. Use t&s scale below to rate his skills. Put a 
check (✓) in the appropriate box on tha scale.
A " Very similar in ability to aa excellent decision­
maker.
B “ Close to the best but not quite —  skilled —  tbe 
best.
C ■ Does a reasonably good job.
D ■ Has to learn more about how to do this in order 
to bee a—  really good.
~1
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£ - Needs a lot son experience with this in ardor 
to bo ohlo to do it satisfactorily ^
A B C 0 I
Our teenagers
1. Knows how to go abont gottinc infoxaa- 
tisn bo noods in asking dsoisions.
2* Is soars of ths inportanoe of raises 
in nslflng dsoisions*
3* usss his own goals, values, and bsliafs 
to satahlish elsar objectives for hia- 
aslf •
U* Develops naw alternatives or possible 
actions whan ths available ones ara not 
satisfactory*
5* Banks various possible outcoaes of a 
decision on the basis of their desir­
ability for hln.
6. Differentiate a between routine and 
critical decisions.
7* Analyses the special nature of a criti­
cal decision including its long-range 
consequences and tbs closing off ef 
future opportunities.
8* Bees a strategy for asking critical 
decisions*
9* Knows high school graduation require- 
asnts and tbs educational options open 
to hia in life planning*
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A B C D B
10. Vaaa bla tim  wiaaly, allotlag adequate 
tine tat atadr* lainara, enltaral, and 
recreational pnraalta.
11. On collect and organise lafenaatlan 
about bla abdLUtiea, interests, and 
Talnaa vfalob affaet bla choices of 
aobool and eaneer geala.
12. Sata abort-teni goals for Massif and 
than works to aofaleva tfaaa.
13* Sata tentative long-range oaraar goals 
and plana a high aobool progran to help 
bln raaeh bla goala.
Ife- Knows bla paraonal atrangtba and 
weaknesses.
15. understands how bla paraonal obaraeter- 
latiea can affaot tba aobool and work 
goala ha eventually will chooaa.
16. Qadaratanda tba typical activities of
workers la diffaront oeeapatlonal flalda.
(signature of Parent]
Traatnant of tba Bata
Nban all data vara aaaonblod at tba completion of tba stodjr, 
aooraa on tba CXE vara available for 202 of tbe original 210 atvdanta.
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Criteria iccna were not available far eight subjects who vara ■beaut 
daring tbe teat perlode or bad withdrawn fron aobool. The sunmary of 
tba mater of students eenplstlag tba CMI baa baaa presented ia Table 6.
The student questionnaire was administered only to tbe three 
experlnental treatnant groapa. Questionnaires were received Iron 151 
atndanta. The sanaary of tbe number of students completing tbe instxn- 
■rot bee been praaontad in Table 7.
The parent rating acale wee adalal stored only to pareota of 
students involved in tha three experimental treatnsnts. The response 
received on tbe rating scale was low, with only 69 parents completing 
tbe instrument at both tbe beginning and the and of tba study. Follow- 
up Ins truncate ware sent oat three tines in an effort to naTlnlie tbe 
nunber of completed rating scales. The suaaary of the nonber of parent 
responses to tbs rating scale has been presented in Table 8.
As an aid in analysing the data, soores were randomly deleted 
from tbs study so that tbe statistical analyses were conducted on equal 
sample sixes, id (196I1) lists tbe advantages of tbe use of equal samples 
over tbe use of unequal samples as follows:
1. It facilitates computation.
2. it nininiaes tbe effect of heterogeneity of population 
variances.
3. The probability of eomdttiag a type II error is 
minimised for a given total nunber of observations 
(p. 197).
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TaU* 6
Smmuj o£ Nuabar of Students 
Completing the 0u m t  Maturity inTentoiy
Grade
Treataent 8 9 Total
Deciding 25 22 ltf
Life Career Ocuas 25 2h U9
Ccatoination 21 32 53
Control 27 26 53
Total 98
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Table 7
Seaaaxy of Ntnber of Stadents 
Ooapleting tbs stadent Qaeatiotmaira
Treataent 8
Grade
9 Total
Deciding 29 22 51
Life career Gaae 29 22 51
21 28 U9
Total 79 72 151
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Table 8 
SoMuuy of limber of Parents 
Completing the Parent Bating Soala
Qrada
Treatmnt 8 9 Total
Deciding 18 7 2$
Life Queer Owe lU 10 2k
Ooatatnatlon 11 9 20
Total U3 26 69
Using equal ■— pi* sixes for the purpose of statistical compu­
tation has rasalted in analysing responses frost 188 subjects on the 
Career Maturity Inventory, lU7 subjects an the stadent questionnaire, 
and 60 subjects on the parent rating scale. The composition of the 
groups ooeiplatlng each neasvreaent instrument, using equal a— pie sizes, 
has been presented in Tables 9, 10, and 11.
Statistical Analysis
One-wgf classification analjsls of covariance was used to test 
Hypothesis 1 and Hypothesis 2. The two control variables were intelli­
gence and age. Table 12a contains the summy data of the subjects' IQ 
range, and Table 12B contains the staeaary data of the subjects' age 
range, in the school system in which the experiment was conducted, the 
California Test of Mantel Maturity (CTMM) is administered at the seventh- 
grade level and the Lorge-Thomadike Intelligence Test is administered at 
the sixth-grade level, intelligence test so ores were obtained frcn 
students' permanent records. The CTMM score was used as the intelligence 
oovarlatej if it was not available, the Large-Tbomdike score was 
used. The subjects' ages were easily determined from information reoorded 
on the answer sheet of the Career Maturity Inventory.
The chi-square statistic was used to test Hypothesis 3 and 
Hypothesis U. For each hypothesis the data ware classified in a con­
tingency table and tested to determine if the two variables were 
independent of each other.
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TafcU 9
Composition of droops Completing 
the Career Maturity Inventory 
Using Equal Sample Sisee
Treataent 8
Ctrade
9 Total
Dooiding 25 22 U7
Life Career Qaae 2k 23 k7
Ooahlnation 19 28 k7
Control 2k 23 k7
Total 92 96 188
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Table 10 
Composition of droops Ooapleting 
the Stndant Qaestionnaira 
Using Siual Saapla Sisss
Orads
Treatment 6 9 Total
OaoidLng 28 21 1*9
Life Career Qaaa 28 21 k9
Combination 21 28 k9
Total 77 70 11*7
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Table 11 
Composition of droops Ooopletlag 
tbs Parent Bating Seale 
Using Squal Soqpie Sises
Treataent 8
Or ado
9 Total
Deciding 13 7 20
Life Career Qaae 10 10 20
Combination 11 9 20
Total 3U 26 60
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Table 12a 
Smeary of the IQ Data of the 
Sxperleental and control Students 
for ItypothftMs 1 and 2
Treatment
Life
Career
IQ Deciding Qame Combination Control Total
lU0-lii9 0 0 1 0 1
130-139 1 1 2 2 6
120-129 H h 3 1 12
110-119 h 7 9 12 32
100-109 13 lU 11 U U9
90-99 12 U 1$ 10 hi
80-89 6 6 2 7 21
70-79 3 8 1 3 15
60-69 k 3 3 1 11
Total hi 2*7 hi hi 188
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Table 12B 
Summary of the Age Data of the 
Experimental and Control Students 
for Hypotheses 1 and 2
MSP
Treatment
TotalDeciding
life
Career
Qaae Combination Control
IB 0 1 0 0 1
17 0 0 0 0 0
16 3 0 1 2 6
15 16 10 15 2k 55
2h 21 21* 21* 25 91*
23 7 12 7 6 32
Total 1*7 1*7 1*7 1*7 188
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Laea Is of Significance
Lrmls of algnificanee tor testing all typothssas wars sat at 
.05. Tba corresponding confidence lavels wars ,95*
Chapter U
Basalts
The purpose of this investigation was to attaapt to disc over 
the answers to tbs four questions stated earlier:
1. What, if say, neaserahie differences in decision- 
making Ail la are elicited anoag groups tor the use 
of the life career Pane, Peel ding, and a ccmblna- 
ticn method?
2. What, if ugr, measurable differences in attitudes 
are elicited by the various treatment nethods?
3- What, if asy, neasurahle differeaoes in student 
perceptions of the various treatnent nethods are 
elicited?
U. What, if any, neasurahle differences in parent 
perceptions of the various treatnent nethods are 
elicited?
The hypotheses that were fomulated for this research study 
involved four treatnant groups. These groups were Deciding group,
Life Career Pane group, combination group of Deciding and Life Career 
Pane, and control group. The major hypotheses were that students in the 
combination groqp would outperform those in the other groups. The sta­
tistical results for the hypotheses are reported separately.
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Hypothesis 1
Kypotheais 1 states that students participating in the combina- 
tion treatment will acquire significantly acre cognitive decision-asking 
skills, as Measured by items on the criterion variable, than students 
participating in the other treatments. The treatments consisted of four 
levels: Deciding, life Career Pane, conbination of Deciding and the 
life Career Game, and control.
Using a posttest only, control-group design, the data were 
subjected to a one-way classification analysis of covariance to test the 
hypothesis. The covariance analysis, holding intelligence and age con­
stant, produced tbs F-ratio of 1.375* At the .05 level, this was not a 
statistically significant value (see Table 13).
The means and standard deviations of the four groups on the 
Competence Test of the CHI are presented in Table 111. Examination of 
the naans reveals a slight trend in the hypothesised direction. These 
results indicate that students in the conbination group performed some­
what better on the criterion measure than the other groups* it appears 
that students participating in a combination of Deciding and the Life 
Career Game made greater gains in cognitive decision-making skills than 
students participating in the other treatments. However, the standard 
deviations were quite large; and with such large standard deviations, 
it is difficult to obtain significant differences among the treatments.
The research hypothesis that students who are taught decision­
making skills through a combination treatment will score significantly
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Table 23
Aaalyala at Geverlaeoe of Sxperinaatal and Control 
Students' Soores on the Ooupetanoe Teat 
of the Career Maturity Inventory 
Controlling for Intelligence and Age 
for Hypothesis 1
Beaidoals
Source of 9 m  of Mean
Variation df Sqparee Square r
Between 3 U28.156 D»2.719 1.37$
Within 182 18,897.129 103.830
Total 19,325.28$
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Table ll*
SMMX7 Oat* of the aqperinental and Control 
Students1 Scores on the ccnpetence Teat 
of the Career Maturity Inventory 
for Hypothesis 1
Treatnent n M $
Deciding 1*7 53.231* U*.973
Life Career Gene 1*7 56.872 15.367
Conbination 1*7 60.021 12.962
Control 1*7 57.1*26 11* .328
higher on the Competence Test of the CKE then students taught fcy other 
nethods was rejected. For Hypothesis 1, the null was accepted. There 
were no statistically significant differences in cognitive decision- 
asking skills among the four treatment groups.
Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 states that students participating in the combina­
tion treatment will have their attitudes, as measured by responses to 
items on the career Maturity Inventory, significantly changed relative 
to the attitude changes produced by the other treatments. This means 
that students in the combination treatment will exhibit behavior that 
is more vocationally mature than students in the other treatments. The 
four treatment levels were: Deciding, life Career Game, combination of
priding and the life Career Game, and control.
Tests of Hypothesis 2 were conducted according to a single- 
classification analysis of covariance. The covariance analysis, controlling 
for Intelligence and age, produced the F-ratio of 0.675* This was not a 
statistically significant value at the .05 level (see Table 15).
Table 16 shows the means and standard deviations for each of
the four treatment groups on the Attitude Scale of the CKE. Inspection
of the means reveals a very slight trend in the hypothesized direction. 
Students in the combination group scored slightly above students in the 
other groups. It appears, however, that the treatment effects on attitude 
changes are negligible if controlled for intelligence and age. in this 
study, attitudes seem to remnin fairly constant regardless of experimental 
conditions.
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Table 15
Analysis of Covariance of Bxperiaental and control 
Students1 Scores on the Attitude Scale 
of the Career Maturity Inventory 
Controlling for Intelligence end Age 
for Hypothesis 2
Besidaals
Source of Son of Mean
Variation df Squares Square F
Between 3 53.902 17.96? 0.675
Within 182 U,8b2.Ul8 26.607
Total 185 1*,096.320
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Table 16
Sossary Data of tbs Bqperlmntal and Control 
Studente1 Sooras on tbs Attitude Scale 
of the career Maturity Xnventoxy 
for Qrpotheaia 2
Treatnant n M 3D
Deciding U7 32.298 $.938
life Career Oane 1*7 31.596 6J*90
Ccstoinatian 1*7 33*638 $.723
Control 1*7 31.936 6.302
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The research hypothesis that students who are taught decision­
making through a combination treatmmat will score significantly
higher on the Attitude Test of the OH than students taught hy other 
methods was rejected* For mrpothesia 2 ,  the null was accepted* There 
were no statistically significant differences in attitudes among the 
four treatnent groups*
Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 states that students participating in tbs com­
bination treatment will be significantly different from students receiving 
the other treatments on student perceptions which are elicited concerning 
the various methods* Tests of Hypothesis 3 were conducted according to 
a chi-square analysis of a 2 x 3 contingency table of frequencies of stu­
dent responses (see Table 3* p* 57J • One variable consisted of yes-no 
responses* The three levels of the second variable were Decldlngj life 
Chureer Game* and combination*
Chi-square tests vers computed for student responses to each 
of the seven items on the student questionnaire*
Student questionnaire: item 1* Table 17 contains the sta­
tistical data for item 1: "Did you like the unit?" a chi-square 
statistic of 1*57155 was obtained* At the *05 level* this was not a 
significant value* The null hypothesis was accepted. For student 
response to item 1 of the student questionnaire* there were no statis­
tically significant differences among the groups*
Student Questionnaire: Item 2* Table 18 contains the sta­
tistical data for Item 2: "would you advise your friends to participate
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Tabl* 17
Data Tabulation for tte Chl-aqpara AnaJjala of a 
Tvo-bgr-throa QontlBgoMjr Takln for iftpotkaaia 3* 
Studant Qaastiaanalras Itaa 1
Stadaat Baaponaa
Treatamt Taa Mo Total
Dooldiag 1*2 (1*2.6667)* 7 (6.3333) 1*9
Life Cexear (taae 1*1 (1*2.6667) 8 (6.3333) 1*9
Coahlnatioa 1*5 (1*2.6667) 1* (6.3333) 1*9
Total 128 19 li*7
Note.— Qoaatioanaira Itaa It "Old yon Ilka the wit?" 
"Expected freqoaooias in panatheeee 
(fci aqpara ■ 1.57155# df - 2
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Tabla IB
Data Tabulation for tte Chi-aqpara Analyaia of a 
Tvo-fcqr-tfarae Ccntingaacy Tabla for itypotteais 3* 
Stadoat Qaaatioenaira t Itaa 2
Student Raepoaae
Traataaat laa Ho Total
Deciding U2 (U )a 7 (8) k9
Ufa career Qaaa 3® (Ui) U  (8) k9
Onahlnation 1*3 (la) 6 (8) k9
Total 123 2U 2k7
Not*.— Qoaerticnnaira Itaa 2: "Would you tdrla jour frlaada 
to participate da it if they ted a cteice?"
E^xpected. fraqoenciaa in parantteaaa
Chi sqnare ■ 2.091^ 6* df ■ 2
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in it If they had a choice?" a chi-equare statistio of 2.0911*6 was 
obtained. At the .05 level, this was not a significant Tains, its 
null hypothesis was accepted* for student response to Item 2 of the 
student questionnaire, there were no statistically significant differ­
ences ataang the groapa.
Student Questionnaire: Iten 3* Table 19 contains the sta­
tistical data for Stan 3s "Was tha tins yon spent worth what yon 
learned froai the unit?" The resulting chi-square statistic was 3*50668. 
This was not a significant Talus at the .05 lewel. The null hypothesis 
was aooaptad* for student response to Itaa 3 of the student question­
naire, there were no statistically significant differences anong tha 
groups*
Student Questionnairet iten U* Tha data tabulation for 
Iten ki "Do you think yon cowered things la the unit that are not 
cowered elsewhere in school?" is contained in Table 20* The calculated 
chi sqpaze of 1*5&72 was not significant at the *05 lewel* The null 
hypothesis was aooaptad* on student responses to iten 1* there were no 
statistically significant differences anang the groups*
Student Questionnaire* iten 5* The data tabulation for 
Iten 5x "Did the unit overall increase your knowledge about waking 
decisions involving inportant life situations?" is contained in 
Table 21* The calculated chi square of 1.11*706 was not significant at 
the *0$ level* The null faypotheels was accepted* On student responses 
to Iten $ there were no statistically significant differences anong the 
groqps*
a i
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Tabl* 19
Data Tatelation for tte &i-aquare maljsla of a 
Two-taor-tkraa Qoattagaacy TteLa for Dypotteaia 3s 
Stadart Qaaatlaaulras itaa 3
Traataant
Stndant
laa
Badpoaaa
No Total
Daoidlag 1*7 (1*3.6667)* 2 (5.3333) 1*9
Ufa Gaxaar Qaaa 1*2 (1*3.6667) 7 (5.3333) 1*9
Ooabination 1*2 (1*3.6667) 7 (5.3333) 1*9
Total 131 16 ll*7
lota.— Qnaatioanalra Itaa 3s "tea tte tiaa you apant worth 
what joa laamad froa tte unit?"
sBxpaoted fraquanelaa in paroatteaaa
Chi sfun - 3.50668, df - 2
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Toblo 20
Bata Takalatioa for tte Chi-aquara Analysis of a 
Tvo-fegr-tkxaa ooatinfonoy Tabla for mrpottesl* 3: 
Stsdont Qoastiemairo: Ito* k
3tadant Respanas
Traataant loo No Total
Bonmac 1* (U2.3333)* 5 (6.66667) 1(9
Ufa Ooraar Qoao 1(0 (1(2.3333) 9 (6.66667) 1(9
Oaddaation 1(3 (1(2.3333) 6 (6.66667) k9
Total 127 20 31(7
KotoQaaotlonnairs itoa U* "Do joa tkdak joa esvarod things 
in tte anit ttet aro not cerarod oloowhoro la school?"
*Bqwetad frsqasncias in jiaroattesas
(fei aquas - df - 2
9U 
Tabli 21
Data. Tabulation for tte Chi-square Analysts of * 
Two-by-three Oaatlnfeney TabLe for Hypothesis 3* 
3tudeat Questionnaire: I tan $
t e t e n t
Stndant
Tea
Response
Mo Total
Psolding k2 (39.6667)* 7 (9.3333) 1*9
Life career Qas» 39 (39.6667) 10 (9.3333) 1*9
Combination 38 (39.6667) 11 (9*3333) 1*9
Total 119 28 11*7
Hot**--Questionnaire Itan $s "SUL tte unit overall increase 
your knowledge about aalrlin decisions involving important Ufa situa­
tions?”
*Bcpected frequencies in parentheses 
Chi square - 1.11*706, df - 2
9$
Student Questionnaire t It—  6. Table 22 contains tha sta­
tistical waawy of student responses to item 6* This item asked the 
question, »BLd tha unit overall increaaa your ability to oopa with 
important Ufa situations?" 1 calculated chi square of lO.ftofHO was 
aignlficant at tha .(XL level* Tha null hypothesis was rejected.
▲ aignlficant chi-sqaare value for Itaa 6 suggested tha 
naad for fnrthar analysis in ordar to study what was happening* Addi­
tional chi-square tasts wara performed by regrouping tha data Into 
2 x 2  contingency tables. procedure permitted a study of tha 
following comparisons: Deciding and Ufa Canaar flams* Padding and 
combination, and Ufa Caraar flans and conbination. a significant ohi- 
sqoara value (10*2607, p< *01, df • 1) was ohtalnad for tha analysis 
batman Dacidlng and conbination* Examination of tha fraqnanoias of 
student rasponsas revealed that tha research hypothesis was not supported. 
It appears that students participating in Deciding differ significantly 
from students participating in the combination treatnent In feeling mare 
strongly that their overall ability to cope with Important life situations 
increased*
Student Questionnaire: item 7* Data pertaining to student 
response to iten 7 of tha student questionnaire are found in Table 23* 
Item 7 ashed tha question, "Have you used what you learned in the unit 
outside of class?" An obtained chi square of 7*87096 was significant 
at tha *05 level* The null hypothesis was rejected* Differences in 
student attitudes existed in relation to this item* Additional testing 
was required to determine the nature of this relationship*
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Tab!* 22
Data Tatelatioa for tte GtaL-aqpara tealyala of a 
Tao-fegr-thraa ooatlngancjr Tafel* for iQrpotteaia 3j 
Stadont QaootArwmalrot xton 6
Traataant
Stodont
Zoa
Baapcnaa
Mo Total
Oacidlag k3 (36.3333)* 6 (12.6667) k9
Ufa Caraar Qaaa 37 (36.3333) 12 (12.6667) k9
Ccablaatlcn 29 (36.3333) 20 (12.6667) k9
Total 109 38 lk7
Kota*--Qoaationaalro Itoat 6s "DU tte nit ov«rall iaoroaoo 
your ability to eopa with l^ortaat lifo situations?"
*Bqpaetad fxoqosnelas la paroatteooo
(M sqaaro - 10.5051* df • 2, pc.Ql
ITsbla 23
Data Tabulation for t te  (k i-a q o a r* t e l y r i i  of a 
Tvo-by-tbroa OontiagOBoj Tabla for IQ rpotteaia 3* 
Student qaaationaalra: Itoai 7
Treat— it
Stadant
Tsa
teaponaa
Ha Total
37 (29.3333)* 12 (19.6667) h9
Life Cursor (ten 27 (29.3333) 22 (19.6667) U9
Oeahinatlon 2l» (29.3333) 25 (19.6667) i*9
Total 88 l)i7
Note.— Qusstiorxnalro Itaa 7: "Have 70a used iitet you lsaxnsd 
In tte unit outside of class?"
•Expected frequsnciea in panantteaea
Chi square * 7.87096, df » 2, p<£ .05
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Chi-square teats vers performed after regrouping the data 
Into 2 x 2  contingency tables* a study was nade of tbs relationships 
between pec*<H"g and tbs life Career Qaae* Deciding and combination, and 
Life career Ones and ooefeination* A significant chi-square Tains 
(U.50368, p < ,0$, df ■ 1) was obtained for tbs Deciding and Life career 
Cans ccaparison* Far tbs Deciding and caablnation analysis a signifi­
cant chi-equare valne (7*33806, p< *OOL, df ■ 1) was also obtained* 
Examination of tbs response frequencies revealed tbat tbs research 
hypothesis was not supported* it nay tentatively be concluded that 
students participating In Deciding believe that they are using what 
they learned in the unit more frequently than students In the other 
experimental groups* Tbs Life Career Qama group falls soaewhsre In 
between the Deciding group and the combination group*
A sumury of tbs chi-square values for the seven itsas of the 
student questionnaire which was used to test Hypothesis 3 is presented 
In Table 2ii*
Hypothesis U
Hypothesis U states that parents of students participating In 
the conbination treatnent win perceive this group to be better decision 
makers than parents of students receiving the other treatments*
To test this hypothesis a l6-ite» parent rating eoals was 
administered at the beginning and the end of the study* A 3 x 3 con­
tingency table (see Table f>, p* 60) provided the basis for classification 
of tha data that were collected* Tables 2$ - UO present the tabulation 
of the data for each of the 16 itens In the criterion measure*
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Tabl* 2k
9omury of tho Volwoa of Chi sqparo 
for tho sown Itou of tho 
Stodont Qaootion&oiro 
for iQrpothoolo 3
lt«i Moofcor df Chi Squoro
1 2 l.tfl55
2 2 2.09lk6
3 2 3.50668
k 2 1.5QU72
5 2 1.1U706
6 2 10.$0510«*
7 2 7.87096*
CU oquor* (.0$, 2, lU?) - 5-991k7 
Oil oqporo (.01, 2, Jk7) - 9.2103k 
«p< .05
**p< .01
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Tabl* 25
Bata Tabulation for the Chi-square Analysis of a 
Three-hgr-three Ocntingaacy Tabla for Bypothesls kt 
Parent Bating Soala > I tew 1
Traatwnt
Parent Response
Total■attar Sana Woree
Baelding 8 (8.3333)* 12 (10) 0 (1.6667) 20
Ufa Garaar Oawa 9 (8.3333) 9 (10) 2 (1.6667) 20
Ooabination 8 (8.3333) 9 (10) 3 (1.6667) 20
Total 25 30 $ 60
Note.— Its* it "Oar taoaager knows how to go aboat gattlng 
iafonaation ha needs in waking decisions.*'
*£speoted frequencies in paraathaaas
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Table 26
Data Tabulation for the Chi-aquare inalyaie of a
Three-fay-three contingency Table far Bjrpotheala hi
Parent Bating Scale: Item 2
Treatment
Parent Baepenae
TotalBetter Sane Varna
Deciding 6 (7)a 12 (10.3333) 2 (2.6667) 20
life Career Qaaa 7 (7) 9 (10.3333) k (2.6667) 20
OoBblnatlon a (7) 10 (10.3333) 2 (2.6667) 20
Total 21 31 8 60
Note.— Item 2: "Onr teenager la aware of the importance of 
valuee in nalrlng deolalena."
*£xpeoted fraquaaeiaa in parentbesea
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Table 27
Data Tabulation for tba Chi-aqaare Analjals of a
Tbrae-by-three Goatlagaaogr Table for typotheala kt
Parent sating Soale* Itan 3
Traataant
Parent Raeponao
TotalBettor San Woree
Pool,ding 8 (6.3333)* 9 (10.3333) 3 (3.3333) 20
Ufa Career Oana 7 (6.3333) 10 (10.3333) 3 (3.3333) 20
Oaablaation U (6.3333) 12 (10.3333) k (3.3333) 20
Total 19 31 10 60
Kota.— Itan 3* "Oar taanagar naaa hia own goala, Talaea, and 
baliefa to eatabliah olaar objeotirea for hiaaelf.”
•firpeotad fraqaenolaa la parontbaaas
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Tabla 28
Data Tabalation for tho Chl-oqaaro Aaalyaia of a 
TtaorM-tar-tkroo Contingency Tablo for Sypottaoaia Us 
Paront sating Soalat I ton U
Treataant
Parent Bsaponao
TotalBattor Saw Voroo
Dsotdtag $ (6)* 8 (7.6667) 7 (6.3333) 20
LLf a Garoor dona 7 (6) 6 (7.6667) 7 (6.3333) 20
CMbiaation 6 (6) 9 (7.6667) 5 (6.3333) 20
Total 18 23 60
Note.--Itoa U: "Oar taaaagar dawlopa now altomatlvaa or 
poaaitxU aetiooa whoa tbs available ansa aro not aatiafactory."
*Espoctad froqoancioa in porontbeaoa
Table 29
Data Tabulation for the Cbi-aqoare Analysis of a
Three-fay-three contingentey Tablo for Qrpothesia kt
Parent Bating Seale* itaa 5
Treat— >t
Parent Besponse
TotalBetter Soso Horse
Deciding 8 (8)* 10 (8.3333) 2 (3.8667) 20
Life Career Qaae 6 (8) 7 (8.3333) 7 (3.6667) 20
Oonbiaation 10 (8 ) 8 (8.3333) 2 (3.6667) 20
Total 2k 25 U 60
Note.--Itaa 5* "Oar teenager ranks oarioos possible onteaaes 
of a decision on the basis of their desirability for tain.*
‘Expected frequencies ia parentheses
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Table 30
Data Tabulation for tke Chi-equare Analysis of a
Ibvoa-lqr-tlaee Oontlagoany Table for Bjpothesia Us
Parent Hating Seales I ten 6
TroatMnt
Barest Baspanse
TotalBatter Soho HCree
Ooeiding 6 (6)» 9 (8.6667) 5 (5.3333) 20
ULf o career Qoae 5 (6) 7 (8.6667) 8 (5.3333) 20
n w M n ^ i w 7 (6) 10 (8.6667) 3 (5.3333) 20
Total id 26 16 60
Ifoto.— Itea 6: "Our teenager difforontiatoo beteeen routiao 
and critical doeialono."
“Expected frequencies in parentheeoa
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Table 31
Data Tabalaticn for the Chi-equare Analysis of a 
Three-tagr-three Contingency Table for typottiesls k: 
Faront Bating Scales lion 7
Fawnt Response
Treatment Bettor Saw Worse Total
Deciding 13 (10)* 6 (8) 1 (2) 20
Life Career Qaae 6 (10) 10 (8) 2 (2) 20
OnaMnation 9 (10) 8 (8) 3 (2) 20
Total 30 2k 6 60
Note.— Itan 7: "Oar teenager analytes the special aatare of 
a critical doelsioBi including its long-range consequence* and tbs 
closing off of fatare opportunities."
aBxpected frequencies in tagrpotheses
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Table 32
Data Tabulation for the Gbi-square Analysis of a
Tbree-lgr-three Contingency Table for lypotbeals U:
Parent Bating Scale: Itan 6
Treatment
Parent Response
TotalBetter Snae •»»---- -NOTM
Deciding 10 (7.3333)* 7 (8.6667) 3 (k) 20
life Career Qaae 7 (7.3333) 9 (8.6667) h (la) 20
Ooabliiatlcn $ (7.3333) 10 (8.6667) 5 (la) 20
Total 22 26 12 60
Note.— Itaa 8: "Onr teenager uses a strategy for — n«g criti­
cal decisions.
“©qpeoted frequencies in parentbeaea
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Tabla 33
Sata Tabalatloa far tha Chi-aqaara Analyala of a 
Thraa-bp-ttaraa Contingaacjr Tabla for Bypothaala kt 
Paraat Batlag Soalai itaa 9
traatamt
Parant Bssponsa
TotalBattar Saw HOraa
Scalding 12 (9.6667)a 7 (7.6667) 1 (2.6667) 20
Ufa Cazaar Qaaa 7 (9.6667) 9 (7.6667) U (2.6667) 20
Cadbinatica 10 (9.6667) 7 (7.6667) 3 (2.6667) 20
Total 29 23 8 60
Note.—  Itoa 9: "Oar taanagar knova high aehool gradaatlon 
raipil rwantn aad tha edacatiocul options opan to hia la Ufa planning.*
&Bxpeotad fraqaaaolas in paraatteaaa
ITabla 3U
Data Tabalatloa for tba Cbi-aqpara inalyaia of a 
Thraa-tgr-thraa omtlagancj Tabla for Itypothaala Us 
farant sating Soala: itan 10
Troatawnt
Barant Baspaosa
TotalBattar Sana Worse
Deciding U  (7.6667)* 6 (8) 3 (U.3333) 20
Ufa Caraar Qana 6 (7.6667) 10 (8) U (U.3333) 20
Oonbination 6 (7.6667) 8 (8) 6 (U.3333) 20
Total 23 2U 13 60
Hota.— Itan 10s "Oar toonagor uaas bia tlna viaalj, allotiag 
adaquata tine for study* laiaure* cultural, and raoraatloaal pursuits.”
*grpact»d frsqnancies in parantbaaea
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Tabis 35
Data Tabulation for tba Chi-square analysis of tba 
Three-fegr-tbree Contingency Tabla for itypotbesls U: 
Farant Bating Scale: itaa U
Treataant
Parent Dispense
TotalBetter Sana Worse
Deciding 11 (9)a 7 (7.3333) 2 (3.6667) 20
Ufa Career Gena 9 (9) 5 (7.3333) 6 (3.6667) 20
Combination 7 (9) 10 (7.3333) 3 (3.6667) 20
Total 27 22 U 60
Note.— Itaa 11: "Our teenager can collect and organise infor- 
nation about bis abilities, interested and values which affect his 
choices of school and career goals."
^Expected frequencies in parentheses
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Tabla 36
Data Tabalatlon for tha ChL-eqoare Analysis of tba
Three-by-three Contingency Tabla for fypotheaia U:
Farant Rating Soala: itaai 12
Treatment
Farant Response
TotalBatter Sana Worae
Deciding H  (7 )* 5 (7.6667) U (5.3333) 20
Life Career Gem 5 (7) 9 (7.6667) 6 (5.3333) 20
5 (7) 9 (7.6667) 6 (5.3333) 20
Total 21 23 16 60
Mote.— Itaa 12s "Oar teenager aets short-texn goals for hia- 
aelf and than works to achiere than."
•Expected frequencies In paranttaeaea
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Tabla 37
Data Tabalatlon for tba Chi-square Analysis of a
Three-by- three Oontlnganey Tabla for Hypothesis U:
Farant Rating Scala: Itan 13
Treatnent
Farant Response
TotalBetter Sans Worse
Deciding 10 (10.6667)* 7 (5.3333) 3 (k) 20
Life Career Gana 10 (10.6667) k (5.3333) 6 (1») 20
Conhlnatlon 12 (10.6667) 5 (5.3333) 3 <i») 20
Total 32 16 12 60
Note.— Itan 13: "Oar teenager sets tentative long-range 
career goals and plans a high echoed progrse to help bln reach his 
goals."
*Erpected frequencies In parnathases
o113 
Tabla 38
Data Tabala.ti.cn for tba Chi-eqaare Analysla of a 
Three-fagr-three Contingency Tabla for typothesis U: 
Farant Bating Seals s itan lit
Traatasnt
Farant Response
TotalBettor Sane Worse
Deciding 6 (7.3333)a 10 (6.6667) k (k) 20
life Career Gene 7 (7.3333) 9 (8.6667) U (k) 20
Ccnblnatlon. 9 (7.3333) 7 (8.6667) k (U) 20
Total 22 26 12 60
Note.— Itan lU: "Our teenager knows his personal strengths 
and weaknesses."
aExpected frequencies in pareathsses
T111*
Tabla 39
Data Tabulation for tha Chi-aqoara Analysis of a 
Three-hy-three Con tings ncy Table for fypothasis U: 
Parent Bating Seale: Itan 1$
Treataent
Parent Besponse
TotalBetter Snee Horse
Deo1rt1nc 9 (7 )a 8 (10) 3 (3 ) 20
life career Gane 6 (7) 12 (10) 2 (3 ) 20
Oonbination 6 (7) 10 (10) U (3 ) 20
Total 21 30 9 60
Vote.— Itan 1$: "Oar teenager understands how hie personal 
cbaractaristies can affeet the school and work goals he esantnally 
will ohoose."
aQqpeeted frequencies In parentheses
11$
Tabla 1*0
fiat* Tabelation far tha Chl-aqoare Analysis of *
Three-tgr-ttaree Contingency MUba for Itypotfcaai* l*t
Farant Bating Seal* t itaa l£
Txeataant
Farant fiaaponaa
TotalBatter Sana Vorae
Beeldliig 8 (9.3333)* 8 (6) 1* (U.6667) 20
life Career Gone 10 (9.3333) 7 (6) 3 (U.6667) 20
Gonbdaatlan 10 (9.3333) 3 (6 ) 7 (U.666?) 20
Total 28 18 lU 60
Note.— Iten i6t "Oar teenager anderetaada the typical actiYi- 
tdLaa of worker* in different ooenpatlaaal field**"
*Btp*otad freqnanol** la parenthaaes
A chi-square test was performed for aaoh itaa in tba parent 
rating scale* Table Ul contains a stueeaiy of the chi-square values that 
were obtained* None of the values was significant at the *05 level*
The null hypothesis was accepted. There were no statistically signifi­
cant differences aeong parents' perceptions* It was concluded that 
parents of students participating In the combination treatment did not 
perceive them as better decision aakers than parents of students Involved 
In the other experimental treatments*
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Tabla Ul
ammmxf at tba Valaaa at Oil Square 
for tba Slftaan Itaaa of tba 
Farant Batins Scale 
fee* Bjpotbeaia k
Itan NMber tf Chi Square
1 k 348000
2 k 1.73733
3 k 2.02003
U k 1.36306
5 k 6.105U5
6 k 3.2U67?
7 U 340000
6 u 2.76573
9 k 340617
10 k U.2508U
U k U.57580
12 k 5*31568
13 k 2.62500
D» k 1.17W3
15 k 2.32361
16 k U47635
<*i aquare (.0$, k, 60) - 548773
Chapter 5
Examination of tha Results
Chapter 5 contains an examination of tha results of the study* 
The topics included In this chapter are: (a) Senary, (b) Conclusions,
and (c) Implications.
Sumnary
Decision making is practiced by everyone each day of his life, 
and decision theorists suggest that it is a process which can be learned. 
To date, however, it has had little or no formal, systematic place in tha 
educational curriculum.
One potentially powerful instructional device for teaching 
decision-making skills is the simulation game. Games offer a practical 
approach to decision making, and proponents of game usage assert that 
students learn more and that the learning is more relevant because the 
roles students play demand skills that are the same as those demanded 
by the roles in real life. This relevancy contributes to a unique moti­
vating ability claimed for the games and has led to an increase in the 
use of simulations in school settings. There has been little in the way 
of empirical research, however, to support such claims.
The purpose of this study has been to attempt to determine 
what learning effects, if any, different methods of presenting educational 
and career information produce in the areas of career attitudes and
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decision-asking skills. In analysing these learning effects, two 
commercially available items, Deciding and the Ufe Career Pane, were 
utilised. Deciding is a course of study designed to teach junior high 
school students how to make well-inforaed and well-considered decisions 
about themselves, their education, and their future, it uses a lectors- 
discussion approach to teaching the rationale and principles of making 
decisions. Three units of work are built around the examination of 
personal values, the use of relevant information, and the development of 
effective strategies. The Life career Qaae is a simulation activity 
that attempts to imitate features of the American job, education, and 
marriage markets, it is designed to give students familiarity with the 
types of decisions that mast be made about jobs, further education, 
family life, and the use of leisure time.
tgr utilising these two approaches to decision making with groups 
of junior high school students, the following experimental treatments were 
investigated: (1) Deciding, (2) Life Career Qaae, and (3) combination of 
Deciding and the life Career Pane. A control group received no treatment. 
It was hypothesised that students in tba combination group would out­
perform students in the other groups in the cognitive and affective areas 
of career decision making. The criterion measure for this aspect of the 
investigation was the Career Maturity inventory. A student questionnaire 
was designed to obtain students' subjective evaluations of the treatment 
experiences, and it was hypothesised that perceptions of students in the 
combination group would be different from the perceptions of students in 
the other groups. Finally, parents were surveyed in an attempt to deter­
mine the significance of the learning effeots outside of the regular
I \A
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class roan environment, it was hypothesized that parents of students in 
the combination treatment would perceive them to be better decision makers 
than parents of students involved in the other experimental treatments.
In January 191k t two junior high schools in the Chesapeake 
Public Schools, Chesapeake, Virginia, participated in the study* Four 
classes enrolled in ninth-grade &glish at Indian River junior High 
School and four classes enrolled in eighth-grade social studies at Oreat 
Bridge junior High School took part in the study. Three experimental 
treatments and one control treatment were randomly assigned to Intact 
classes in existence with their regularly assigned teacher at each school. 
The experimental treatments were Deciding, life Career pane, and a combina­
tion of Deciding and the Life career Game, involved in the investigation 
were a total of 210 students and two teachers. The experiment was con­
ducted daily during the regular class session for a period of six weeks.
At the completion of the study two test instruments were admin­
istered to the students. The first instrument was the career Maturity 
Inventory. The two types of measures which it provides are an Attitude 
Scale and a competence Test. The Attitude Scale, consisting of $0 items, 
is designed to elicit the conative aspects of decision making. The 
Competence Test, consisting of 100 items, is designed to elicit the 
cognitive aspects of decision making. The second instrument was a stu­
dent questionnaire. The 7-item questionnaire was formulated to assess 
student attitude toward the instructional unit in which he had participated.
A 16-item parent rating scale was developed to assess parent 
opinion as to whether students were exhibiting improved decision-making 
skills outside of a regular classroom environment after participating in
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the experimental treatments. The scale was solicited at the beginning 
and at the end of the study* Follow-up instruments were sent ont three 
times In an effort to maximise the number of completed rating scales.
When all data were assembled, scores on the CHI were available 
for 202 of the original 210 subjects* Criteria scores were not available 
for eight subjects who were absent during the test periods or had with­
drawn from school. The student questionnaire was administered only to 
the three experimental treatment groups, and questionnaires were received 
from 1$1 students. The parent rating scale was adsinistered only to 
parents of students involved in the three experimental treatments. The 
response received on the rating scale was low, with only 69 parents com­
pleting the instrument at both the beginning and the end of the study*
As an aid in analysing the data, scores were randomly deleted 
from the study so that the statistical analysis was conducted on equal 
cell sizes. Responses from 188 subjects on the CM, lli7 subjects on the 
student questionnaire, and 60 subjects on the parent rating scale were 
analyzed.
Hypothesis 1 stated that students participating in the combina­
tion treatment will acquire significantly more cognitive decision-making 
skills, as measured by items on the competence Test of the cm, than 
students participating in the other treatments. using a posttest only, 
control-group design, the data were subjected to a one-way classifi­
cation analysis of covariance to test the hypothesis. The control 
variables were intelligence and age.
Hypothesis 2 stated that students participating in the combina­
tion treatment will have their attitudes, as measured by responses to
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the Attitude Seale of the CMI, significantly changed relative to the atti­
tude changes produced by the other treatments. Tests of Hypothesis 2 were 
conducted according to a single-classification analysis of covariance, 
controlling for intelligence and age.
Hypothesis 3 stated that students participating in the combina­
tion treatment will be significantly different from students receiving 
the other treatments on student perceptions which were elicited concern­
ing the various methods. The measuring instrument was a 7-item student 
questionnaire. Tests of Hypothesis 3 were conducted according to a chi- 
square analysis of a 2 x 3 contingency table of frequencies of student 
response, one variable consisted of yee-no responses. The three levels 
of the second variable were Deciding, Life Career Oame, and combination.
Hypothesis U stated that parents of students participating in 
the combination treatment will perceive this group to be better decision 
makers than parents of students receiving the other treatments. To test 
this hypothesis, a 16-item parent rating scale was administered at the 
beginning and at the end of the study. A 3 x 3 contingency table provided 
the basis for classification of the data that were collected. The two 
variables were parent response and experimental treatments. The three 
levels of the parent response variable were: better, same, and worse.
The three levels of the experimental treatment variable were: Podding, 
Life career Game, and combination, a chi-square test was performed for 
each item in the parent rating scale.
The .05 level of significance was the standard for all statisti­
cal measures. The corresponding confidence levels were .95.
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QOPBtolflM
This study was designed to toot hypotheses about tba relative 
effectiveness of various Methods of teaching decision asking. Tbo 
findings will bo reviewed for each hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1
Tba raooarcb bjpotbsaio that students who are taught decision- 
artn* through a coetoinatlon treataont will score significantly 
higher an the competence Test of the CMI than students taught lay other 
aothods was rejected. For Hypothesis 1* the null was acoepted. Thera 
were no statistioally significant differences in cognitive decision- 
■airing shills anong tha four treatuaat groups. The date revealed a 
alight trend in the hypothesised direction* Indicating that studants 
in the coahlnation group performed soaewhat better on tha oxitarlon aeas- 
ure than tha otbar groups. This investigation* however* was an able to 
daaonstrate any significant learning differences at the cognitive level.
Hypothesis 2
The research hypothesis that students who are taught decision­
making through a combination treatuent will soora significantly
higher on the Attitude Seale of tba CMI than studants taught by other 
aethods was rejected. For Hypothesis 2* the null was acoepted. There 
were no statistioally significant differences In attitudes auoug tha 
four treatuent groups, inspection of the data revealed a very slight 
trend in the hypothesised direction, students in tha combination group 
soared slightly higher than studente In tha other groups, it appears*
12h
however, that the treatannt effect* on attitude changes were negligible 
If controlled for intelligence and age. In this study* attltadee aeened 
to i — 1n fairly oonataat regardleaa of the treatnent conditions.
Hypothesis 3
for I tens 1, 2, 3, U, and 5 of the student questionnaire, the 
research hjpothesia was rejected. The null was accepted. There ware no 
significant dlffareneas In students' parcsptions of the various aathods 
with regard to the following questions: itan 1, "Did you like the unit?"; 
Itsn 2, "Would you advise your friends to participate in it If they had 
a oholce?"; itan 3* "Was the tine you spent worth what you learned fron 
the unit?«j itan k, "Do you think you eoffered things la the unit that 
are not covered elsewhere In sohool?"; and Itan 5* "Sid the unit overall 
increase your knowledge about waking decisions involving lapertaat life 
situations?"
There ware significant dlffareneas anoog groups for I ten 6s 
"Old the unit overall Increase your ability to cope with laportaat life 
situations?" The null hypothesis was rejected. The difference, however, 
was not la the hypothesised direction, yrcn the data it appears that 
students participating In Bedding differ fron students participating 
in the eoabination treatnent In feeling nore often that their overall 
ability to cope with laportaat life situations increased.
Significant differences In student attitudes also existed In 
relation to iten 7 of the student questionnaire. This itan asked the 
question, "sue you used what you learned In the unit outside of class?" 
The null hypothesis was rejected, guninatloo of the data revealed
12*
that the dlffareneas ware not In the hypothesized direction, it was 
tentatively concluded that more students participating in Deciding 
believed that they were using what they learned in the unit outside of 
class than students in the other experimental groups. The Life Career 
Cams group fell soaewhere in between the Deciding group and the coobina- 
tion group.
Hypothesis U
An analysis of the 16-item parent rating scale did not reveal 
any statistically significant differences among parents' perceptions of 
the treatment groups. The null hypothesis was accepted for Hypothesis U. 
It was concluded that parents of students participating in the combina­
tion treatment did not perceive them as better decision makers than 
parents of students involved in the other experimental treatments.
Limitations of the investigation
In conducting an investigation of this nature there are 
certain inherent limitations which are acknowledged by the investigator 
as follows:
a. In planning the design for this study, it was necessary
to use intact classes, in effort was made to equate the subjects by
using homogeneously grouped classes that had been designated fay the 
school system as "average," fay assigning treatments on a random basis, 
and fay using analysis of covariance in analyzing the data.
b. Since more than one teacher was involved in the study, an
effort was made to minimize this source of variance fay using teachers who
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volunteered to participate and by conducting training sessions prior to 
the beginning of the study.
e. The focus In this study was on behavior changes in a select 
student population that resulted fron participating in this one unique edu­
cational experience. The investigator vas cognisant of the fact that it 
would not be appropriate to extrapolate the results to all simulations or 
to all populations.
Implications
The conclusions of this investigation have direct implications 
to the related research reported in Chapter 2. The fact that there were 
no significant differences among the four treatment groups supported the 
conclusion of other studies (Robinson, 1966; cberryhoimes, 1966) that 
simulation games were not better than other teaching methods with regard 
to improving cognitive decision-making skills.
In the area of attitudes, the research findings are ambiguous. 
Some studies (Buchanan, 1972; CLaxke, 1970; lee & O'leary, 1971;
Livingston, 1972) have found that positive attitude changes occurred as 
a result of participating in a simulation activity. In other studies 
(Boocock, 1972; Shirts, 1966; varenhorst, 1972) significant attitude 
changes did not take place. This investigation seemed to support tbs 
findings from the latter group of studies that no significant differ­
ences were found among simulation and other teaching methods with respect 
to attitude changes.
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One of the most consistent claims with regard to the value of 
simulation games in the classroom has been that they are intrinsically 
motivating and generate Interest. Although the evidence supporting this 
claim has been substantial (Boocock, 1966; Buchanan, 1972; Lae & O'Leary, 
1971; Shirts, 1966; Wing, 1966), Fletcher (1969) has Indicated that it 
is unclear whether this effect is caused by anything more than a Haw­
thorne effect, in this study students were exposed to various methods 
imiwg new instructional materials. The student questionnaire was designed 
to obtain students' subjective evaluations of their treatment experiences. 
The results of this investigation seemed to indicate student preference 
for new materials which utilized a conventional lecture-discussion 
approach. This finding would tend to support Fletcher's contention.
Other studies (Johnson & Euler, 1972; Livingston, 1972; Robinson et al., 
Varenhorst, 1972) have also found that students do not perceive simulation 
games as interesting activities.
Since the use of simulation games in the classroom setting 
appears to be increasing, it is recommended that future research give 
some attention to the effective evaluation of game performance, it 
seems plausible that the measuring instruments that are generally used in 
simulation studies are geared to the evaluation of conventional class­
room procedures. An attempt should be made to discover if the measuring 
Instruments that are being used are assessing the learnings that are 
taking place or if special instruments should be developed for this 
purpose.
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Retention of learning is another facet of evaluation which 
aerits additional attention. In an effort to have the data reflect the 
inpact of the full educational experience, it nay be helpful to wait for 
a period of tine after the experimental treatnent* before obtaining 
evaluation data. The objective of such research would be to ascertain 
the sustained effects of slnulation activities on the decision-waking 
abilities of students.
It is also recoenended that this study be replicated at the 
high school level. The Life Career Pane is a complex simulation. It is 
possible that junior high school students do not perceive the relevancy 
of the concepts that are incorporated in the activity, it would be 
helpful if a assessment were made of learning effects of a
combination treatnent on older atudente.
As a result of this study, the Chesapeake Public Schools are 
planning to offer an elective 9-week eini-course in decision asking 
using a combination of Deciding and the Life Career Cans, a unit of 
study, which has been prepared for the course by a special ecmaittee of 
the social studies department, is included in the Appendix.
One of the important curriculum developments taking place in 
the schools is the emphasis upon career education. An abundance of 
resources exist which can be used with groups of students to enrich the 
study of the world of work and of the vocational choice process. The 
aim of this research has been to look for approaches which will enable 
the school counselor to expand his role in the area of career guidance.
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Because of the nature of his work, the counselor is in a unique position 
to participate in the development of innovative Methods in this area.
While it is believed that such can be gained by the use of group 
procedures as a part of career education, this does not replace individual 
counseling. Even the aost extensive use of career information in groups 
cannot solve an individual's problems as effectively as individual coun­
seling. Whan properly coordinated, however, individual and group methods 
can be expected to contribute more than either nethod alone. Each makes 
a unique contribution to the individual's development and should be 
provided for in the school setting.
Appendices
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Appendix a
Litter to parents at the Beginning of the Study
Dear Parents:
A question that wo, os educators, often ask ourselves is, 
"How can teachers and coenselors help students to understand the 
society that they will eater when they leave school and to sake 
intelligent plans for their own future lives?" Oae Implication of 
such a question is that students naed to be expert decision ackers. 
Decision-waking skills, however, are rarely included in a fomal, 
aystenatic nanner in the eduoatienal currioulun. fecial units of 
study are now available to help students learn and practice rational 
processes for waking decisions. The Guidance Ospartwent is waking 
these units available to the social Studies Dspartasnt and they will 
be used during a part of this grading period.
We wish to solicit your help in evaluating the effectiveness 
of these new waterlals* it would aid us to know how you rate your 
teenager's present degree of skill on certain aspects of decision 
asking* Tbs attached rating sheet gives you an opportunity to express 
your opinion, we would appreciate your ooqpletlng and returning it 
to the classroaa teacher*
Thank you for your assistance*
THE CHUQAHCE DEPABXMSHT
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Appendix B
Latter to Parents at tbs Conclusion of tbs study
Dear parents:
lour teenager has just caaplated a special unit of study in 
decision asking* Ton sill recall that the Guidance Daparteant aade 
tbeaa units available to the Social Studies Department for use daring 
a part of this grading period.
We wish to solicit your help in evaluating the effectiveness 
of these nev sate rials, it would aid us to know how you rate your 
teenager's present degree of skill on certain aspects of decision 
asking* The attached rating sheet, which is identical to the one yon 
received in January, gives you an opportunity to express your opinion. 
We would appreciate your completing and returning the rating sheet to 
the classroom teacher.
By comparing the two ratings, we will he able to ascertain 
student growth in decision-making skills that has manifested itself 
outside of the classroom. By combining your ratings with classroom 
tests, teacher observations, and student opinions, we hope to be able 
to determine the effectiveness of the unit in increasing the student's 
knowledge about making deoisions and in Increasing his ability to cope 
with important life situations.
Thank you for your assistance.
THK GUIDANCE DEPARTMBiT
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Appendix C 
Decision-making unit
Departasent of social Studies 
Chesapeake Public Schools
Title: DECISIONS, DECISIONS
Computer Number: 312
Level of Difficulty: 1
Axes of Concentration: social Studies 8
Oourse Description:
Get up or go beck to sleep; tbs blue jeans or tbs green ones; 
doughnut or cereal; cheat or be honest; a hot dog or a hamburger; a 
movie or do homework; clean ay room or play ball; channel 3 or channel 
10; tbs late movie or an extra hour of sleep— decisions, decisions—  
every day brings a bountiful supply of neir ones. Life often scans to 
be just one decision after another. Poor decisions can Unit one's 
free don. Qood deoisions can nake every tcnorrov better than today.
This course is designed to help you lean: how to nake satis­
factory decisions. There is increased pressure on students to nake 
choices at an earlier age. Learn how to plan, how to investigate tba 
different possibilities of any choice, bow to be a aore productive 
teenager— because you deoided to take this course.
Student Objectives:
Upon conpletion of this course the student will be able to
1. Discuss orally and/or in writing the decision-asking 
process as it relates to nan including:
a. values
b. objectives
c. alternatives
d. types of information
6 • sources of information
f. strategy
g* risk
h. desirability of outcasas
i. probability of outcomes
2. Define the following tens:
a. values - tba ideas and tba things which are vary 
important to a person in casing to a decision
13k
b. obdeetlTee - goals; aims; targets; statements of 
intention' Indicating what a person would desire
0. risk - baaardj danger
d . strategy - method of ashlevement; tactic a; a plan for 
eenverUng values, objectives, information and riaka 
into a daelaion 
a* altamativa - a choice batman two or wore possibili­
ties
f. critical - crucial; decisive; l«a. critical decision—  
one in which the results load to or prevent something 
that la laportaat to the daelaion maker 
g« pear - one of equal atending 
h. occupation . employment; profession; work
1. leisure -""freed—  tiran occupation or workj aaaa 
J. budget' - a etateaant of laooaa and moony apant 
k* ninTana - the mall eat mount; the lomat degree
1* trads-aohool - a aohool at which a paraon laama an 
occupation or handicraft 
*• co-odacattonal - nan and waaan attending elaaaaa together 
n. junior college - a two-year program of a tody
o. Hboral"irha- a cooraa of study that eonalata of general 
subjects rather than specialised, profaaalonal or veca- 
tional training 
p. verbal ahUltjy - capability In uaa of words, I.e.
etudlea
q. quantitative ability - capability in uaing numbers and 
symbols, fle» math, aclenoe 
r. vocational ahility - capability In manual taaka 
8* intuition-- euppoeed power of the mind to grasp a truth 
without recourse to xeaaon 
t. agonise - to suffer; torture; distress 
u. fate - destiny; the force believed to determine events;
Inevitable necessity 
v. paralyse - loss of power of action or sensation in a 
part of the body 
w. - spontaneous; lapetuoua; unreflecting
3* List and distinguish between the three major requirements of 
skillful deni n1 nil making Including i
a. values - Ideas and/or things which are important to the 
decision maker 
b* rolevmt information - knowledge needed to make a 
satisfying decision
c. strategy - the method used to convert values and informa- 
tian into a decision
U» Cite examples of personal decisions that (a) have been made 
in the past, (b) are being made in the present, and (c) will 
be made in the future in the following areas:
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a. education
b. nouay
c. work (part-time or full-tine)
d. friends
e. fanily
f. activities (clubs and hobbies)
5« OLven specific information concerning a decision to be 
aade, predict:
a. poaaible altaxnatlvM one sight take
b. poaaible outcomes one sight encounter
e. probability of oatocses one sight consider 
d. deairability of outcomes one sight daaire
6. Given pertinent lnfarsati.es (a daily newspaper, V.K.C., 
periodicals, etc.), identify the Inferred values of a 
group aneh as those which sees to be eoamon asong the 
majority of Americans aa listed in Sociology: The Study 
of Damn Belatiaashipe by V. Laveme Thoeua and Robert J. 
Anderson, Barcourt, Brace, Jannovioh, Inc., 1972,
pp. 65-67, including:
a. Individual endeavor
b. education
0. controlling the natural environment
d. bigness
e. spatial novenent
f. change and novelty
g. tine
h. technology
i. physical contort
J* self-ispi’ cvunsnt
7* Eremins hlsaelf by:
a. stating his personal values
b. using this statesant to list personal objectives
c. distinguish between clearly stated personal objectives 
and those that are not by answering the questions:
(1) When should the objective be reached?
(2) How can one judge when the objective has been 
reached?
d. gather new data that has bean learned about hiaself
8. Identify the following on a chart after reading a selection 
which deals with the waking of a decision:
a. decision aade
b. alternatives
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9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
Uu
0. kinds of information needed 
d. sources of Information
•• strategies that night ba used 
f• risks involved
g. apparent value
h. objective
Given a significant historical and/or ocntanporaxy excerpt, 
daaorlba tba decision-making process used either la vrlttaa 
fom or orally*
Given specif io situations, diatingoieh between poaaible 
acceptable and unacceptable altematiTsa giving considera­
tion to peraonal values, family values, and/or valnea of 
society and cite reaacna for the choice.
five of the decision making atrategiea such aet
a. wish - to deaire and not oonaider risk or probability
b. escape > avoid tba worst outcome
c. ante - have a high ohanoa of aacoeedlag
d. cwBlnat.lnn - use of parta of aeveral atrategiea
e. impulsive-^  doing imnediately; no forethought
f. - let providenoe decide
g. caEIiElT- let someone elae do it
h. . ¥r* pofe Off
1. - to get axceaaive data and evalnabe evexy
j. plan - uae logical procedaxe
k. intuitive - inner self (auboonaeioua) decidea
1. p***1Taia‘ - to loae power of action
Given a situation, in which a decision was made, identify 
the strategy fron the list as stated in objective eleven.
Construct a written student profile which includes abilities, 
grade transcript, hobbies, family background, talents, and 
personality traits.
Prepare a workable hourly, daily for himself
4 n e T w ^ 4 t w  a
a. school tine
b. study tine
c. chore tine
d. recreation time
e. work time
f • eating time
CHlota iafemation requested on a given job and/or 
school application*
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Materials of instruction
A. Text
DtolrHwg tjy h. B. Oelatt, Barbara Varenhorst, and Richard
Carey, mow York: College Batrance Bt m 1 nation Board, 1972.
B. Reference lfcterlals for tbs Teacher
1. Professional Periodical
a. social Bdacatlon, February, 197k, Vol. 38, no. 2.
2. Books
a. Decisions in Asorlcan History bgr Qaarga Sbaftol, 
Lndiybon, Missanhnsatts8 man sad Conpany, 1972*
b. The insrloans edited by Stepben V. sears and others, 
Mow York:~HQit, Blnebart and Winston, Inc., 1970.
e. ws Are Haling Deolsiens by Minors B. Hass, 
lexlngton, Ikissarhaseiisi Qian sad Oonpaay, 1972*
d. Sociology: The Studr ofBwaan Relationships by W. 
LaYerne Thonas sad Robert. j. Anderson, Maw York: 
HkreourL Brace, Joraaovleb, Inc., 1972*
a. selected Case Stadias in Anarloan History by Will Isa £« 
Qarttaer, Robert W* im y, Jeaes k» flilson, Kenneth A* 
Rood, Boston: Aliya sad Bacon, lac., 1970*
f. Dsolsicn-Hiking In a Daaocraoar by Janas P. Sharer and 
A. Qqy Laxklas, Bostons Houghton Mifflin Osnpasy, 
1973.
g. Yalnes Clarification by Sidney B. Siam and others,
Maw York: Hart ftJETlshlag Oo.
C. Audio Visaals
1. Pllns
TMC
a* 2119 - "BoonrfiHa" U  alas
b. 0ftiB2 - "PrlaltiTO Hen la a Modem World" 23 alas
c. 0372 - "It's Your Decision— Fart I" 26 alas
d. 0QQL2 - " M s  Year Decision— Part II" 16 alas
e. 1756 - "A Plain White Bnrslope" 20 ains
f. 1056 - "Junior High— A Tina of Change" 15 alas
g* 0335 - "How to Keep What Ha Hera" 12 alas
h. 0336 - "How to Lose What Ha Haas" 12 alas
1. 1097 - "Cities of the Future" 25 alas
3* 02k7 * "Theodore Hoceewelt" 26 alas
k. 0585 - "Woodrow Wilson" 26 niaS(
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1. 0$02 - "Herbert Hoover" 26 alas
a. 02$8 - "F. o. R.: TUrd Tern to Pearl
Harbor? 27 alna
n. 0008 - "Harxy S. Tr— --The Frealdonoy" 26 nine
0. 0228 - "Meanherer Tears, The" 21 ains
P* <*60 - "Mark Tsaia" 30 uiaa
4* 0393 - "Joseph Stalin" 26 alna
r. 0113 - "Fidel Caatro" 27 ndaa
STATE
a. 8360$ - "Da I Dependable" 11 nine.
t. Ubdi - "j* I Truateortfay" 10 nine.
a. 3^ 8oU - "Are Toe a 0«od Citisen* 11 ulna.
2. PUastrlpe and Beeerda
INC
a. $00b - "Valnea for Teenager*: the Choice it Tours”
b. $020 - "Dropping out* Bead to Nowhere"
o. $010 - "if You're Mot Going to College"
OTHER
d. "What Are Tour Values and Why" - Teaching Baaooree 
Files, Bedford HULle, New fork, 10$07.
e. "The Adoleacent Experience: Developing Valnea" - 
Oul dance Aaaoeiatea
f. "The Adolescent Experience: Setting Goala" - 
guidance Aaaoeiatea
g. "Valnea for Teenagera la the 1970'a" - 
guidance Aaaoeiatea
h. "Exploring Moral Valnea" Warren Sohloat 
Productions, inc.
3* SlnalatloD Qaaea
a. n*r*er g— s lay weatern Publiahlng Ocag>asy,
developed fey Parana B* Boooook.
b. mi— na 20&0 hr Bel—  Flak— , P. 0. Box 393#
Ira**, frtaE~BU601; st— j Copyright 1973*
(Stud— t Inoati—  Material, Publication 
Nuaber 28)
•»y
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o. Miami<1 Tog Do If. * .? bj Willi—  L. Sofan*
pToTBoi^SrBSToTTyEaE 8l»6Qlj St— j Copyright 
1972. (Stadent Education Material, Publication 
Huaber 13)
Separta— tal File, Decisions, Decisions
A. SMfflo Teat Itaas
Objeotive Cm
Tba a— pi* teat it—  la tba aaaa aa tba objective. More 
advanced stadants mqt be asked to dlaoiaa In assay foanej 
slower atodanta or tba n— -reader Mgr be aaked to discuaa 
orally la aaall groups.
Objective Two
Tba saaple teat It—  la tba aaaa aa tba objeotive.
Objective Throe
Tba irtrr1* teat it—  ia tba aaaa aa tba objective.
Objective four
Oooplete tba following chart giving conaidaratioa to tba 
thlaga that have be—  laportaat to joe in the peat* are 
laportaat to yon now* and which yon feel will be Important 
in tba ffctore.
MI F8BS0HAL DECISIONS
Past Fraaent Fhtare
Kdaoaticn
Msnar
Work
Friends
F-ttT _
Activities
il*o
Objective Five
Thu maple tact itan la the mom aa the objective.
Objective 3lz
The aaaple teat itea la the sane aa tha objective.
Objective seven
The sample teat itea ia the aaaa aa the objective.
Objective Sight
After reading a aelectim which deala with the aaklng of a 
decision, identify the foUaelag ccapaaenta of the prooeaa:
Declaim
Made Alternative
Infax
Kiade
nation
Soaroee Strategy Blaka
Apparent
Valeea Objectives
Objective Nine
The saaple teat itea ia tha aaaa aa the objective. 
Objeotive Ten
The aaaple teat itea la the saw aa the objective. 
Objective Eleven
The aaaple teat itea ia the aaaa aa the objective. 
Objective Twelve
The aaaple teat itea ia the aaae aa the objective.
Dil
Objeotive thirteen
the ;p1* test Item la tha aaae am tha objeotive.
Objeotive Fourteen
Tha eapla test itan la tha anno aa tha objective.
B* swggestioas to tha Teacher
1. Brown bag - Hava everyday articlee la bag* I.e. paper 
ollps, rubber bands, toothpick, agg carton, pop bottle, 
etc. Pmaa around and let each stadant draw one* With­
in a given tine Halt, let hia decide on aa naay enea aa 
ha oan far the article.
2 . Hava atndanta acquire an article from tha traah oan*
Deolde how it oan ba aada useful or ornamental and follow 
through on his daolalon* Bring to olaaa to display.
3* Ask principal, aaaiatant principal, counselor, librarian, 
or fallow taachar to aaalat you by taking anall growpa 
of atadanta to discuss with thaai sane of their bportant 
Ufa deolaiona* studanta will report information to tha 
group at anothor> olaaa session.
it* Hove each atadant latarvlcw a paraon In the ocnnonlty 
and Hat decisions that this paraon has to nake a very 
dear on tba job*
5* QLve each atndant a oard Indicating a hypothetical situation. 
Before leaving olaaa, let atndant write on another oard, to 
be left with yen, what daolalon ha would nake. inatrwet 
the atndant to carry tha oard boon, dlaonaa tba aitnaticn 
with his faally and record tba daolalon of tha fanily. If 
there la not a unanimous dselalan, the poeition of each 
family nenber should be recorded, the following day com­
pare first daolalon by atndant and final fanily daolalon* 
Dlaonaa valnsa, objectives, alternatives, Information, 
risks, strategy, etc*
Staples:
a. lour fanily received in tha nail today * ebaok for 
$1,000. What will your fanily do with tha nonay?
b. lour dad canes in fron work this afternoon and informs 
tba faally that his plant la closing two weeks from 
now and ba will be out of work.
Ul2
e* lour nother vent to the physician today. He told 
her that she anat eater the hospital next week for 
■adotr surgery.
Note: (b) and (e) eaa be done separately or con- 
blned for etodente capable of coeplax problea 
solving.
6. larlte resource people representing different occupations 
to cone to the class and dlsoass with the olaaa the 
decisions they have to nake in their particular occupa­
tion. ibis could be a panel discussion activity.
7. Do a aini-unit on obtaining infonaation fron graphs.
8. collect editorial cartoons* or have students collect or 
draw than, that illustrate decisions that have been nude.
9. Obtain conic strips* i.e. Fmdqr Winkerbean* aid have 
students detemine the decisions made tgr the character.
10. ask the librarian to pull a classrooa set of biographies 
fron the shelves on varied reading levels. Stodanta will 
choose a book and bo allowed class tins to read it. pre­
pare contracts a# B* and C and let students contract for 
their scores.
Beadle:
A. "JP contract the student night
(1) read book
(2) analyse 10 decisions aade by the oharaeter
(3) illustrate character and his major decision
B. nBu contract the student night
(1) read book
(2) chart *xN number of decisions
(3) etc.
11. Allot each student $bO. Ha net feed a fanily of four for 
one vatic. Flan avals and give cost itaaiaation of grocer­
ies.
12. students prepare a onenainute oral biography. T*** would 
be a good flrst-dqr activity. Tiay aust decide what are 
the aoat Important facts to tell.
13. A bag of m IX - Brlag la old magasines (these w
obtained fron post office). stndmitn must out out pictures 
which illustrate thsir decisions, values, objectives, 
their rink index, and strategies they ace most often. Thie 
Is s good concluding activity. Maj also be done es a col­
lage.
lit. CLasaaates list things they have learned about each other. 
!?««¥«"« mast be aads about listing negative and/or 
positive facts. Mwnbsr of itens nagr be United.
15. Have superior ocas in and "Mold" teacher during olaM 
for nisslng faculty nesting or bus duty »•*«* atateannt, 
"Xou nade a bad decision.” Flay act the situation.
Discuss with group.
16. Select a poen such as “The Baud Not Tsksn" by Robert 
Frost, students determine the decision or decisions 
nade.
17. Filmstrip, Me. America, American Adventures, Series IT,
Am anuniTTSmt to discover dsoisions nude tor 
American women. Teaching guide also oontaius scenarios 
that are good activity projects.
IB. Allot student $1. fie aunt survive ia the ghetto for 
three days. List decisions nade and rank decisions in 
order of importance.
19. Being pictures fron nagaalass, allow students to note 
decisions which appear to have been made. Add Infonaation 
and s m  if the opinions of students are altered. Continue 
activity by letting students get into snail groups, is 
tha decision of the group note conclusive than the indi­
vidual decision?
20. Films (see Audio Visuals) serins J - r— teacher will 
possibly chooM only one or two depending on needs and/or 
interests of a particular group.
21. Profiles that are written by students (objective 13) may 
be redistributed and students requested to plan an 
instructional course for this student for ”x” of 
years.
Suggestions for working ia email groups
working in snail groups will bo a new experience for sons 
students. At the onset seme activities should be used
ll»U
which will help students learn techniques of group 
work, sow of tiwi are:
«• "An sxperlneat in cooperation” 
b* "in Bqperiaant In Cu— mlcation"
c. “Lost on the Moons a Decision Making Problem”
d. "Tha Fishbowl” 
a. “Brainstorming"
0. Life Career SiaaOatlon suggestions:
1* Frepare wall charts for raoordiag groop acorea. Croups 
Ilka tha competition.
2. Frapara a chart for aach student on which ha can record 
deoision(s) nade and aeore for aach round. Scan students 
hare difficulty remembering what was dona previously.
3* Large brown envelopes will ba needed for each group to 
keep schedule forms and record sheets in an orderly 
manner.
U. Baocaa or plastic pans are needed for students to return 
profile cards, playing rule booklets, catalogues, etc.
Appendix 0
Table At Master Data Sheet for Hypotheses 1 and 2
Treatasnt*
Competence 
Test Score
Attitude 
Scale Score IQ lie
1 b3 31 82 16
1 59 b3 103 15
1 b5 32 112 13
1 57 32 116 15
1 66 bo 107 15
1 68 37 lib lb
1 69 33 117 lb
1 67 33 119 lb
1 78 36 131 15
1 61 38 10b 15
1 35 29 106 lb
1 66 30 111 lb
1 61 bl 96 16
1 63 29 96 15
1 65 b2 109 15
1 6b 35 101 15
1 73 31 10b 15
1 77 38 118 lb
1 5? 3b 108 lb
aTreatasat l • control* Treatasnt 2 - Deciding, Treatnent 3 ■ 
life career Qeae, Treatasnt b ■ Onablnation
Table A (e— tla— d)
Treat— at*
Ob— etaanw 
Teat Scare
Attitude 
Seal* Sew* IQ if*
1 63 33 93 Ik
1 k8 33 97 Ik
1 70 33 95 Ik
1 69 30 Ilk 15
1 53 30 96 Ik
1 3k 23 82 Ik
1 73 35 U 5 13
1 36 26 9k lk
1 kk 26 85 15
1 5? 30 91 lk
1 50 22 78 lk
1 26 13 63 15
1 32 10 8k lk
1 56 28 91 lk
1 72 37 106 lk
1 39 29 85 lk
1 k3 2k 71 15
1 k6 23 95 13
1 66 36 115 lk
1 70 38 113 lk
*Tr— tamt 1 ■ Ocatrol, Treatamt 2 • Deciding» Treat— at 3 ■ 
Life Career 0—  j Treat— nt k - C— MLnatlcn
Ik7
Tattl* 1 (oofttinuad)
Treatamt*
Ooapata&o* 
Taat Seer*
Attitad* 
Soal* Scare IQ AS*
1 69 36 118 13
1 76 33 136 13
1 38 39 87 15
1 70 36 127 lk
1 68 38 107 lk
1 63 37 10k 13
1 57 25 89 lk
1 28 26 71 lk
2 36 36 93 lk
2 68 ko 108 15
2 U5 33 12$ 15
2 53 31 105 15
2 k9 31 98 15
2 68 36 97 15
2 77 38 113 lk
2 7© 36 88 lk
2 63 kO 85 15
2 60 36 9k 15
2 62 32 133 lk
2 76 37 106 lk
aTr*ata*&t 1 - Goatrol, Traatmat 2 - Dacidiag, Treatment 3 - 
Llfa Cagaar Qmm, ffceataaat k m Caatainatlon
Tafel* A (oontlsaBd)
Xr— tooat*
Papist—  
T— t Soars
Attitad* 
Seal* Soars IQ if*
2 26 39 120 15
2 26 23 92 16
2 H2 33 95 15
2 62 39 102 15
2 kk 30 81 15
2 66 39 Ilk lk
2 53 36 100 15
2 73 3k 106 lk
2 57 ko 86 lk
2 66 36 101 15
2 62 33 107 lk
2 55 38 111 lk
2 U2 17 68 15
2 k3 28 96 13
2 k5 19 77 lk
2 5k 31 102 13
2 99 ko 120 13
2 27 2k 66 lk
2 59 30 1GL lk
2 56 26 92 13
1 ■ Goatrol, Trsotosat 2 • DicHiM, Trsatosat 3 - 
Itft Cm— r 0— « frsatoaat k ■ Qnahtiutioo
Tabl* a (ecntiwwd)
iTMtMBt*
OoapotviM 
T*«t Seara
Attitad*
Seal* seara IQ *«•
2 U6 28 66 16
2 69 35 96 15
2 32 25 96 13
2 82 32 132 li*
2 5k 30 92 11*
2 M3 22 78 li*
2 k3 38 91 13
2 k7 30 81* Ik
2 58 32 105 Ik
2 18 20 7k Ik
2 71 37 105 13
2 1*2 31 69 16
2 66 3U 123 Ik
2 30 32 63 15
2 53 29 105 Ik
3 69 32 105 Ik
3 51 25 102 15
3 72 31 102 15
3 53 36 106 Ik
3 7k 1*0 117 15
X ■ Control, Troataent 2 - Tx«at«ant 3 -
LiX> Qmt— r 0— > Troataant k - OoabdLaatioa
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Table a (eeatimed)
Treatment*
Ooqpeteao* 
l*et Scars
Attitude 
Seals Score IQ if*
3 53 33 75 15
3 65 3b 9b 15
3 66 36 127 lb
3 51 35 99 15
3 67 35 109 lb
3 76 33 122 lb
3 60 38 86 lb
3 63 36 111 15
3 82 36 112 lb
3 62 37 82 lb
3 78 bl 107 lb
3 61 38 108 lb
3 35 15 65 15
3 58 21 H I lb
3 Tk 31 112 lb
3 51 33 100 lb
3 61 b3 88 18
3 77 37 103 lb
3 76 39 135 13
3 3b 27 62 15
*Trs*tssnt X ■ Oontrol, Txsatasafc 2 - Daolding, TrwtMnt 3 “ 
Ufa cawr Gam, Treatment b ■ owbiaatlca
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Tablo A (ocntinnod)
troatawt*
Onpotonco
Taot Sooro
Attitodo 
Seal* Sooro IQ Aft*
3 ft 28 10b lb
3 b2 30 77 13
3 66 38 121 lit
3 ft 38 111 lb
3 b9 28 90 13
3 66 32 87 13
3 6b 31 88 lb
3 72 37 111 13
3 38 25 81 13
3 6b 35 101 lb
b5 26 109 lb
3 2b 20 69 lb
3 63 35 106 13
3 72 36 102 13
3 33 13 75 13
3 b7 25 77 13
3 67 28 122 lb
3 21 25 75 13
3 29 20 70 13
3 b6 26 70 lb
*Troataoont 1 • Control, TroabMut 2 -  Docldtag, Troataont 3 -  
lifo Coroor ag», Troataont b ■ Oonbinatian
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Table A (ocntinaed)
Treat— nt*
Ooapete— o 
Teat Sooro
Attitude 
Soda Soocra 1Q Age
3 33 31 75 Hi
3 SL 32 98 15
li 55 28 109 H i
k 53 27 97 Hi
k 5L 23 91 lk
li kl 27 98 Hi
li 63 19 92 15
k 6U 36 99 Hi
k 73 35 99 15
li Ii9 32 100 15
U 62 3ii 86 15
k 59 32 117 16
li 69 b i 109 15
U 61 38 100 H i
li 50 37 ia li H i
li 57 33 97 15
U 50 3U 91 H i
U 59 36 122 15
U A 37 109 H i
U 68 37 116 H i
li 51 31 88 15
•Treatment 1 ■ Control* Treatnrat 2 -  Poo1d1ag» Treat— at 3 - 
Career Qawi iM ktmt li “ onUaatin
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TafeL* A (ocntimwd)
Tr*ata*nt*
Oaapotenc* 
fast Soar*
Attltod* 
Seal* Soar* IQ A«*
b 5B 33 130 lb
k 65 29 106 15
b 76 39 109 lb
b 57 37 92 15
k 57 32 96 lb
b 72 b l 115 15
k 61 32 113 15
b 50 30 91 15
k 72 31 109 15
k b9 35 93 13
k 3b 26 62 15
k 67 36 H I 13
k 33 36 63 lb
b 76 k6 90 lb
k 70 33 112 13
b 2k 17 61 lb
k 6k 38 112 13
k 77 36 130 lb
k 8b 33 122 lb
k 67 UO 103 13
aI**ata*at 1 » Contrail, Tr-tamt 2 - D*ctdlng, Zr*atMnt 3 * 
JJI» Cmp— r Q— , Tr*ata*st b ■ Oaabinatlan
15U
Tabla A (eontln— d)
Ooapotonoo Attltoda
it— nt* T— t Soar* Seal* Soars IQ AC*
U U8 35 97 lU
U 61 H i 115 13
k to 25 99 1H
U 73 H i 105
h 52 35 78 lH
k 76 35 119 13
k 87 35 iH l 1H
k 72 33 129 3H
*Tro*t— nt l ■ Ocatrol, ?r— t— nt 2 - Daoidlagi Tr— tomt 3 * 
Ufa owe— r Q— « Tr— t— nt H ■ oceablnatian
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Abstract
A STRATEGY FOR TEACHING DECISION-MAKING SKILLS UTILIZING SIMULATION 
TECHNIQUES
Marcella Fortner Whitson, Ed.D.
The College of William and Mary In Virginia, 197b 
Chairman; Curtis H. O'Shall
A recognized function of counseling is to assist individuals 
in learning how to make good decisions, plans, and choices, a practical 
approach which has been used in the educational setting to help students 
learn to make decisions is the simulation game, a review of the reaearch, 
however, reveals that the simulation method does not enhance decision­
making abilities. Tbs purpose of this study was to determine what effects 
alternative methods of presenting educational and career information 
produce in the areas of career attitudes and decision-making skills. Two 
coasnrcially available items, Deciding and the Life Career Game, were 
utilised in three experimental treatment groups'* Deciding, the life career 
Gama, and a combination of Deciding and the Life Career m s w . A fourEE 
group received no treatment-and served as a control! It was hypothesised 
that students in the combination group would outperform those in the 
other treatments.
Two Junior high schools participated in the stagy which was 
designed to investigate the effects of special units an career decision­
making skills. Four eighth-grade classes at one school mod four ninth- 
grade classes at the other school participated in the stogy. Three 
experimental treatments and one control treatment were randomly assigned 
to intact classes in existence with their regularly assigned teacher 
at each school, involved in the study ware a total of 210 students and 
two teachez*8.
The experiment was conducted five days a week, during the 
regular class period, over a period of six weeks. At the completion of 
the stagy the Career Maturity Inventory and a student questionnaire were 
administered to the students. A parent rating scale was administered 
to parents at the beginning and at the end of the stagy in an effort 
to assess their opinions of their teenagers1 decision-making skills out­
side of the classroom environment.
The criterion measure for the two major hypotheses was the 
Career Maturity Inventory. Using a posttest-only, control-group design, 
data from the CM were subjected to an analysis of covariance, controlling 
for intelligence and age. The hypothesis that students in the combina­
tion treatment would acquire more cognitive decision-making was
rejected. Examination of the means revealed a trend in the hypothesised 
direction, indicating that students in the combination group performed 
somewhat better on the criterion measure than the other groups. The
hypothesis that students la the combination treatment would exhibit 
attitudes that were more vocationally eaturs than the other groups 
was rejected* scamlmatian of the aeans revealed a very slight trend 
la the hypothesised direction, Indicating that students in the oomtalna- 
tlon treatment so owed slightly above students in the other groups.
Chi square was used to aaalyse eaoh item on a seven-item 
student questionnaire end a sixteen-item parent rating seals, only 
two items were statistically significant, students participating in 
the Deelding group were significantly different from the ether gro^e 
in feeling that their overall ability to cope with inportant life 
situations increased end that they were using what they learned in the 
unit more frequently.
